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Agencies deal with fire aftermath
Dec. 7
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Bus driver
not eligible
for license
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky authorities failed six
times to find that a Christian
County bus driver involved in
a fatal crash had been ineligible for a state drivers license
in the past.
Ulima Allen, 36, of Fort
Campbell, was behind the
wheel last week when her bus
overturned, killing a 5-yearold boy, while on the way to
South Christian Elementary
School.
authorities
Tennessee
refused to issue Allen a drivers license two years ago after
they found her name among
a federal registry of problem
drivers.
Kentucky also uses the
database, but officials could not
explain why Allen's application for a regular Kentucky
license six years ago did not
register a hit.
Her 1999 application for a
bus driver's license also wasn't flagged, said Steve Coffey, assistant director of the
state division of driver licensing.
On two other occasions
when Allen settled delinquent
traffic offenses to get her susKentucky license
pended
restored, her name failed to
surface in the database. She
was issued duplicate licenses
on two occasions that also
prompted database checks.
At any of those times, a
hit would have disqualified
Allen from being licensed, Coffey said.
Bill Holden, the division
chief who operates the National Driver Registry database
for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, said
the system searches for matches in driving records from
other states when a state submits a query.
Holden said the system
searches for drivers by name,
but it also uses date of birth
and physical descriptions to
prevent a bad driver from
avoiding detection by using
aliases.
authorities
Tennessee
refused her drivers license after
the database showed her
license was suspended in
Louisiana in 1991 for failing
to pay a speeding ticket.
Allen paid a delinquent
speeding ticket in Lyon County last week to get back her
Kentucky license, two days
before the Nov. 30 crash that
killed Tyler Powers.
Allen told school officials
that a student grabbed her arm,
jerking the steering wheel just
before the crash.
/11
Tonight.. Considerable
cloudiness. Low in the mid 30s.
Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph
becoming northwest.
partly
Friday. Becoming
cloudy. High 40 to 45.
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By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
"It's a disaster."
Yet Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins was
quick to finish his sentence.
"But let's look at it as an opportunity. We will see what
this community is made of."
Elkins met with about 40 representatives of local help
agencies Wednesday to assess their needs in the aftermath
of Tuesday's fire at the George Weaks Community Center.
Workers found themselves on the other side of the table
seeking assistance. The main focus was to find temporary
office space for the 10 agencies so they could continue
operating. Full operation is expected by next week.
Elkins explained that the county has insurance on the
building and the county's property. Each agency would have
its own insurance like in a rental situation. No decision has
been made regarding the future of the facility.
He noted that representatives from the insurance company would be on site Thursday. The county has a "blanket
policy," he said, but didn't have any figures available.
"If you take a look at the building, you will see that
there are nine agencies plus United Way that were affected," said Tab Brockman, United Way campaign chair. "Some
have insurance on contents, others don't. The agencies will
need transition funds and we are prepared to help them."
United Way is about the complete its annual fund-raising campaign.
"There are more needs than ever before," Brockman said.
"We will take care of them, but it will take more money
to keep them going. It is time for the community to
- this can happen without reperthete -ii41---pliee -iihere
cussions, it is Murray. We hope United Way can come to
the rescue."
Affected agencies include: United Way, Need Line, West
Kentucky Allied Services, American Red Cross, Murray Transit Authority, Calloway County Extension Service, Women
Aware, West Kentucky Assistive Technology Consortium,
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center and the
Transitional Home.
While all the agencies have been displaced, some found
they were in better condition than others. Hardest hit was
Need Line, which operates a food/supply pantry for emergency needs in the community.
Volunteers had been hard at work preparing about 200
boxes of food to be delivered at Christmas. Many of those
were found floating in inches of water. Any other supplies

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
the Weaks Center.
of
section
burned
Wrecking crews begin knocking down parts of the
_
not waterlogged were declared unsafe by the Calloway
County Health Department.
"I think we pretty well have the list of items that we
need parceled out for the Christmas boxes," said Donna
Herndon, chairman of Calloway United Benevolent Services. "We have commitments from groups at this time."
Supplies are needed to aid in restocking Need Line's
regular pantry. For information about specific needs, res-

idents should contact Rita Burton at 759-3549. Anyone
needing to contact the affected agencies may also contact Burton.
Here is a look at the agencies and their respective
status:

• See Page 2

Gore fights
against time
to make case

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Hot spots continued to flare up after a blaze destroyed the George Weaks Community Center auditorium Wednesday morning. This photo was taken atop the Murray Fire
Department ladder truck.

(AP) - One tumultuous month including an announcement that
after Election Day, Al Gore is the GOP-controlled Florida Legisasking the Florida Supreme Court lature would meet in special sesto revive his quest for the White sion to appoint its own slate of
House by ordering a new round electors.
But nothing captured the nationof manual recounts. George W.
Bush looked to the state's justices al uncertainty better than a ceremony marking the beginning of
to finally count his rival out.
"Now is the last chance for a work on the stands outside the Capilegal judgment to be rendered in tol in Washington where the next
this case," Gore's lawyers argued president will deliver his inaugurin papers filed Wednesday on the al address.
"Hopefully, we will have the
eve of formal arguments before
of 'who' sometime soon,"
answer
the state's high court in TallahasMitch McConnell, the
Sen.
said
see, Fla.
That was fine with Bush, cer- Kentucky Republican who chairs
tified the winner in Florida by the committee in charge of inau537 votes and eagerly looking for- guration arrangements.
The Florida Supreme Court set
ward to a presidential transition
and inauguration. "It seems like aside an hour for the two legal
all the different court suits are work- teams to argue their points —
ing their way to finality and hope- Gore's attorneys seeking to overfully we can get this over with turn a trial court ruling that let
Bush's certified statewide victory
quickly," he said.
There were other subplots in
America's riveting election drama, • See Page 2

Arson ruled out in fire Two top Patton•
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
No cause has been determined yet for the fire
that severely damaged the George Weaks Community Center Tuesday night and early Wednesday morning, according to officials from both the
Kentucky Fire Marshal's office and the Murray
Fire Department.
Kentucky Fire Marshal spokesman Darvin Hudson and Murray Fire Inspector Dickie Walls agreed
that the location where the fire started is fairly

certain.
"We believe the area of origin was on the second floor around a stairwell that had been boxed
off and used for storage," Walls said. "We don't
have a definite cause. We've got some ideas, but
we don't have anything for sure."
Walls did say that officials have ruled out arson
as the cause.

Courier-Journal.
The action, taken by University of Cincinnati
President Joseph A. Steger in 1995, followed an
investigation by the school into possible inaccuracies on Reid's resume.
In a June 26, 1995, letter, Steger wrote to Reid,
then dean of UC's University College: "I have concluded that it is in the hest interest of all concerned

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Two key officials in Gov. Paul Patton's administration are resigning.
State Insurance Commissioner George Nichols III. appointed in
April 1996, will step down effective Dec. 31, he said on Wednesday.
Nichols, 40, was the first black to serve as the state insurance
commissioner and the first black to serve as president of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.
"When I took this job I only originally intended to stay a couple
years ... and this summer I started thinking about leaving and I discussed it with the governor," Nichols said. "But I wanted to stay for
a while and wrap up some things."
Nichols said Kentucky's insurance market has been on the brink
of collapse, but seems to be improving. He cited the start of a highrisk pool insurance plan as a sign the state individual insurance market is about to stabilize.
Under Nichols' guidance. the insurance department created a fraud
unit, added an ombudsman and created the department's Consumer
Protection Division.
"He has made a real effort in opening up the process at the insurance department, and he has been more accessible and given direct

II See Page 2

II See Page 2

• See Page 2

Documents involve KSU head
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Documents obtained
from his former employer show the current president of Kentucky State University, George Reid, had
been removed from his dean's position and told to
seek employment elsewhere.
Reid was at the University of Cincinnati where
he was reassigned to other duties following an investigation of his hiring. He was told to search for
other employment in the meantime, according to
documents provided by the Ohio school to The

officials step down

PAGE 2A
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• Need Line - Margaret Boone,
chairman of the Need Line board
of directors, expressed concerns
about the retrieval of filing cabinets containing client information.
Later reports indicated that those
filing cabinets could not be recovered.
Fire Marshal Dickie Walls- told
group members that the west side
of the building is not safe.
"Right now, I am afraid to say
when it will be safe to go back
in," he said, noting that a structural engineer would need to examine the fire wall that is near the
new addition to the Weaks Center.
"There was one room in the
southeast corner of the basement
that was burned out. Other areas
sustained smoke and water damage," he said.
"While I am talking to you, I
want to say that we have just
been completely overwhelmed,"
Boone said. "We came over at
11:30 p.m. Tuesday and what we
saw made us shudder. We have
had so many calls. We have had
this outpouring of people willing
to go to any lengths to help."
Need Line will be housed temporarily in a two-bedroom facility offered by the Murray Housing
Authority.
MURRAY

• United Way - Peggy Billington reported that she is looking
at various office spaces. She said
several offers have been made
including Murray State University
and local 'banks.
"I think the community's
response will be overwhelming,"
she said. "We need to have a
coordinated effort because of people wanting to give."
• West Kentucky Allied Services - Sue Chaney said the office
has moved to 201 Sixth St., near
the Food Stamp Office.
• American Red Cross - Jean
Masthay reported that she is still
looking for office space.
• Murray Transit Authority Shirley Parrish noted that her office
didn't completely burn, but was
waterlogged.
"We have looked at some places,
but we can't afford some of them,"
she said. "To get renovation money,
we have to comply with specifications from Frankfort."
Chaney noted that her office
will need some supplies, as well
as places to park the buses. Her
office is currently operating from
City Hall.
• Calloway County Extension
Service - Jane Steely noted that
the equipment and furniture appear
to be undamaged.
"We just need a home for five
offices," she said.
• Women Aware - Carolyn Stubblefield said the agency needs
space for two offices.

"I think the equipment is OK,"
she said.
• West Kentucky Assistive Technology Consortium - Melissa Miller
said the office has no water damage and the equipment appears to
be free of damage.
"We have six people and we need
some help moving equipment out,"
she said.
• Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center - Director
Eric Kelleher said the center will
be temporarily located at First
United Methodist Church.
"I will try to get the seniors
in Thursday, feed them lunch and
get them calmed down," he said.
Kelleher praised the work done
by the local firefighters.
"I think the firemen did a wonderful job," he said amid applause
from the group.
• Transitional Home - Operated from the Need Line office,
plans are to continue operation
from Need Line's headquarters.
City Administrator Don Elias
urged agency representatives to
keep a detailed list of items damaged and to get a value established.
"We hope insurance will replace
a building like this," Elkins said.
"Once we get past this initial crisis, we will sit down and look at
our options.
"I will not be surprised if we
end up better than when we started."

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photos

Prior to the demolition that occurred during the afternoon, snow fell on the remains of the
George Weaks Community Center auditorium Wednesday morning.

•Fire ...
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From Page 1
to remove you as Dean, effective
immediately, and to reassign you
within the University until June
30, 1996."
The letter continued: "This
should allow you a suitable amount
of time to find employment elsewhere."
Members of the Kentucky State
search committee that recommended Reid's hiring in 1998 sai.d_
this week they were unaware of
the circumstances under which Reid
changed jobs at Cincinnati.
Reid, in an interview, said he
had accepted the job reassignment
to defuse the controversy over his

•Patton ...
From Page 1
access to staff more than any commissioner I've seen there over 15
or 16 years," said Sheila Schuster, co-chairwoman of Kentuckians
for Healthcare Reform.
Nichols said he is considering
four senior-level executive offers
from out-of-state financial service
companies. He did not elaborate.
administration
Patton
The
expects to name a successor soon,
Rusty Cheuvront, the governor's
press secretary.
Corrections Commissioner Doug
Sapp will also step down, the governor's office said Wednesday.
Torn Campbell, executive director of the Kentucky Parole Board,
will replace him, the governor's
office said.

•
,

Leki4f

resume.
Interest in the controversy comes
as the KSU board of regents prepares to meet in closed session
Monday to consider whether to
renew Reid's contract as president.
Reid's three-year contract, which
pays him $134,640 this year, expires
on June 30, 2001.
Reid has repeatedly denied the
allegations about his resume.

harm to the surrounding area.
"We had them tear down the
Firefighters remained at the
Weaks Center for most of the day outside walls that were posing a
Wednesday. Hot spots on the site threat to safety," Walls said. "Basiflared up at approximately 3 and cally, we were trying to get it to
5 p.m. and had to be extinguished where it would be safe for people to get in and try and salvage
by firefighters on the scene.
what was left."
"We were up there until late
Walls said the auditorturn, and
last night," Walls said. "It'll prob'- - —the second" arid- third floors were
ably smolder for a few days."
taken down Wednesday. The demoMeanwhile, the walls of the lition, however, will not end there,
center's auditorium were demol- he said.
ished Wednesday to prevent them
"At some point, the basement
from falling and possibly causing will have to be taken out, too,"

From Page 1

Walls said. "The (fire) code says
it has to be within the next 60
days, but I'll be talking with (Calloway County Judge-Executive)
Larry (Elkins) about that."
The debris on the site, according to Elkins, will remain there
until all the necessary insurance
invecuons have been performed.
"We don't know (when it will
be cleaned up)," he said. -The insurance agents are on their way, and
we won't know until they survey
everything how that's going to
work."

The State Journal newspaper in
Frankfort reported in October aboutthe oath of office as the nation's toral College on Dec. 18, and had
questions raised by University of
not been pressIntd by Bush's cam43rd president- on Jan. 20.
Cincinnati history professor 1-1. From Page 1
plan
to
summon
the
legpaign
The
to act.
Andrew Villalon about Reid's
"Our sole responsibility will be
resume. On Monday, Reid filed a stand, and the Texas governor hop- islature into session drew sharp
criticism from Democrats.
to put forth a slate of electors
libel suit against The State Jour- ing ,to sustain it.
The GOP leaders, Speaker' Tom that' is untainted and ensures that
nal And Villalon.
The court set arguments on an
Feeney
and Senate President John Florida's 25 electoral votes count
unusually condensed timetable, a
McKay,
said they were acting to in this election, regardless for whom
gesture to the overriding national
they voted, said McKay at a news
importance of the•issue and a Dec. preserve the state's right to have
conference.
electors
counted
in
the
Elecits
Sapp, 53, is a 27-year veteran 12 deadline for picking elegtors.
of state government who became It was only Monday when Leon
corrections commissioner in April County Circuit Judge N. Sanders
1996. He plans to return to his Sauls rejected Gore's challenge to
home in Adair County, according Bush's certified statewide victory
and refused to order any recounts.
to a statement.
Murray Police Department
Even before Sauls' courtroom
•
Jonathon
Hosford,
25, Murray, was arrested on five counts of traffick"Doug Sapp came out of retire- had cleared, Gore's lawyers rushed
ing within 1,000 yards of a school and participating in a criminal syndiment to be part of my adminis- to file an appeal, and the state
cate. He is held in the Calloway County Detention Center with no bond
tration and to serve the people of Supreme Court announced on Tuesset.
our state," Patton said. "He is a day it would allow the lawyers to
• Nathan Swafford Jr., 39, Nashville, Tenn., was arrested for driving on
model public servant whose ded- make their cases in public. Floria
suspended
license (DUI) and for third offense DUI. He is held in the
ication, knowledge and friendship da's high court will allow televiCalloway County Detention Center with no bond set.
will be missed."
sion cameras to broadcast the proCalloway County Sheriff's Department
ceedings.
• Sherry Sue Johnson, 27, 277 Mary Taylor Drive, Cumberland City,
The statement noted that durIt was not clear when the state's
Tenn., was arrested for theft by unlawful taking Wednesday morning in
ing his years as commissioner, justices would deal with another
Nashville, Tenn. She is currently held in the Calloway County Detention
Sapp helped establish the state's case, this one instructions from
Center on a $10,000 cash bond.
victim information and notifica- the U.S. Supreme Court to clariMurray Fire Department
tion system, the Kentucky Offend- fy a ruling last month that allowed
• Three trucks and 24 firefighters responded to a fire in a yard at 1534
er Online Look-up system, and manual recounts to proceed beyond
Oxford Drive Wednesday. The fire, which was contained in a pile of
automation of probation- and a state-mandated deadline. As a
parole-case management.
mulch, was extinguished and smoke was removed from the house.
result of that ruling, Gore cut Bush's
• Firefighters assisted ambulance personnel at a wreck with injuries on
lead by nearly 400 votes.
Highway
121 near the Calloway County Fairgrounds.
Bush was in Texas, the vice
• Department personnel remained at the George Weaks Community
president in Washington, as their
attorneys clashed for the prize of Center for most of the day Wednesday.(See front pagefor additional details.)
Florida's 25 electoral votes. The
(The above information was gathered from reports, citations and logs
statewide winner of Florida stands
from
the respective agencies.)
to gain the White House and take

• Gore .• •
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White House plans compensation
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clinton administration wants to put
the Labor Department in charge
of deciding which nuclear weapons
plant workers made ill from their
jobs will be eligible for government compensation.
The administration has circulated
on Capitol Hill the draft of an
executive order that would fill in
at least some of the blanks left
in legislation authorizing the new
entitlement program.
Assigning the Labor Department to run the benefit program
is one of those details. Union officials and congressional backers of
the aid to workers like that idea
because the department has experience running other compensation
programs.
However, a program for compensating uranium miners is run
by the Justice Department, so there.
was some debate whether Justice,
Labor or the Energy Department
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
should handle the new program.
SNOW WHAT...Calloway County was hit with a brief snow"We were able to make progress
storm Wednesday morning that left a dusting on area holiday for injured
workers because we
decorations such as this ribbon. While weather will continue to were honest, honest that the fedbe cold, by the end of the weekend, highs should be in the 50e. eral government turned its back

on them and honest about needing to fix the problem," said Sen.
George Voinovich, R-Ohio.
"We've got to continue being
honest and I think that means having the Department of Labor play
a very leading role in this because
there is still a lot of distrust of
other departments by these folks."
Sometime next year, the federal government is supposed to begin
offering medical care and $150,000
to workers unknowingly exposed
to health-robbing radiation, beryllium and silica while wOrking for
the nuclear weapons complex.
Money would go to eligible
family members of workers who
have died from cancer or lung
disease.
Exactly how many people get
the new benefit will depend at
least in part on the system the
government sets up to decide who's
eligible.
Voinovich said he hopes the Clinton administration or the next
administration will want to expand
the law to give the sick workers
full replacement of lost wages and
not just $150,000.

A group of House members has
been lobbying the Office of Management and Budget to compose
the president's order in a way that
makes the process as clear and
easy as possible for an ailing worker to claim the benefits.
For instance, they want:
—A time limit for reviewing
the appeals of workers initially
turned down for benefits:
—Government coverage of the
medical tests needed to establish
a qualifying illness,owith payments
going both to people found eligible and people turned down;
—A guarantee that there will
be no statute of limitations on
claims, so that no matter how
many years elapse before a cancer surfaces, the' sickened worker
can still file a ,claim.
Rep. Ted Strickland. 1)-Ohio,
who organized the joint letter, said
he was told Wednesday that the
final drafting of the executive order
had been delayed while the Clinton administration considered those
and other items on the group's
15-point wish list.
The House members want to

•
get as much as possible on the
books before the Clinton administration ends.
"We made a lot of calls and
raised a fuss because of the questions about what the future holds
here in terms of administrations
and so forth," Strickland said.
The next administration would
have the power to reverse whatever edicts it disagrees with, but
"I think this would absolutely
establish a floor," he said.
"They would have a lot of
explaining to do and there would
be pressure on them not to diminish it in any way."
In addition to Strickland, that
letter was signed by Reps. Sherrod Brown and Marcy Kaptur, _both
D-Ohio John LaFalce,1)-N.Y.; Bart
Gordon, D-Tenn.; David Bonior,
D-Mich.; Ken Lucas, D-Ky.; and
David Phelps, D-III.
Lobbyist Richard Miller said
the lawmakers' list included many
of the same concerns union officials raised earlier this week in a
White House meeting.

Lawmakers try Needy parents overlook aid
to reform DUI
treatments
LExiNo-ioN,--(y:TAP) —The cense-bi--a-in a certain amount of
state's $10-milIion-a-year drunken- time,comes to take priority."
*driving treatment programs need
The group came-up with several
reforms and stricter guidelines, issues the legislature could address
lawmakers said at a forum.
State Sen. Ernesto Scorsone and at its upcoming session.
Rep. Kathy Stein were joined in a
— Scorsone said lawmakers
Fayette District Court courtroom could give money to the Cabinet
Monday by judges, lawyers, state for Health Services, which reguofficials and treatment program lates the programs, bra study to
owners.
determine the effectiveness of the
Everyone at the forum seemed programs. Currently, no agency
to agree that privately owned DUI closely monitors the programs to
treatment Ptograms-ate, at best, of --gauge their rate of -sbccess.-OtherUnknown value for public safety.
states have tracked the recidivism
"We have some programs that rates of their drunken drivers and
are doing an excellent job. We have tried to determine which programs
other programs that are probably work best.
mediocre. And we have some that,
— Once drunken drivers are
quite frankly, just basically are not convicted,judges send them to asdoing it right, because they choose, sessors, who determine what kind
not to or they think they can get of treatment they need. The assesaway with it," said Marion Guar- sors usually are the same people
nieri, state coordinator of DUI pro- who operate the treatment programs.
grams, and they tend to recommend
Scorsone, D-Lexington, called the exact length and type of treatfor the fin-um after the Lexington ment their program offers.
Herald-Leader ran stories in OctoIf the state leaves the treatment
ber that showed widespread prob- programs in private hands, it should
lems with the DUI treatment indus- consider taking over the role of astry, which had 26,000 clients last sessment, to eliminate the obvious
year.
conflict of interest, said Fayette
Some programs release clients District Judge Maria•Ransdell.
months early to make room for
— The state employs four peomore customers. Others provide lit- ple to monitor more than 90 protle "treatment" beyond movies and grams statewide, and inspections
lectures. And some program own- come sporadically. Other states colers have their own ongoing drink- lect fees from drunken drivers and
ing problems, including alcohol-re- program owners and use the money
lated arrests.
to hire more inspectors. Georgia
In 1991, the legislature required sends undercover inspectors to enalcohol education or counseling af- roll in programs as drunken drivers,
ter DUI convictions. But it erred by which offers a clearer look at how
allowing private programs to com- they work than official visits,
pete for profit without providing Daugherty said.
enough money for state officials to
— Once the state decides a promonitor quality, said Ray gram has serious flaws, the owner
Daugherty, a Lexington-based con- has 90 days to fix the problems. If
sultant for DUI treatment programs the problems continue, regulations
in several states.
prevent the state from closing a
• "The system tends to get turned program when an owner appeals.
upside down if you don't watch it," An appeal can drag on for a year or
Daugherty said. "We're trying to more. Meanwhile, the program
keep people from being killed by continues to accept clients.
drunk drivers. But along the way, a
Currently, four programs in
person's right to make their living Kentucky are operating on appeal,
by providing treatment services, or long after the state lost faith in their
an offenders' right to get their li- quality. Guarnieri said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Just Congress to approve a $817 mil12 percent of children eligible for lion increase in this program as
federally subsidized child care got lawmakers enter final budget negoit last year, the Department of tiations. That is a significant
Health and Human Services report- increase but much more modest than
ed Wednesday as officials lobbied the large-scale child care programs
-for-more money -in- the-eoming - -P-resident-Clinton proposed-in-1
and 1999.
budget.
She hoped the report would
The number of children served
inched up from 1998, thanks large- help make her case.
ly to states using more welfare
In 1999, more than 14.7 milmoney for child care. But advo- lion children were eligible for child
cates worry that scarce dollars care subsidies using federal stanmean many families, particularly dards, but fewer than 1.8 million
e working-13W do not get the children got the help. HHS said
help they need.
in its annual report. -That com"These new findings demonstrate pares with just over 1.5 million
that too many working families in 1998.
are still struggling with the high
Participation rates varied widecost
_ .of _child.care," president CHO- -11, ly across the.country,. from 5 perton said in a statement. "We Must cent of children in Connecticut to
ensure America's families have 25 percent in West Virginia.
access to affordable, quality child
Last year, states spent $5.2 bilcare so they can Mince their lion in federal money in this proresponsibilities both at work and gram, including $2 billion in welat home."
fare btock grant money. That is a
HHS Secretary Donna Shalala big increase in welfare dollars
also touted the report on Capitol diverted to child care, made
posHill on Wednesday as she pressed sible by falling welfare
caseloads.
for more child care money.
States also spent another $1.6 bilThe Clinton administration has lion in their own money,
which
pushed for massive increases in was required
to qualify for the
child care spending since the 1996 federal funds.
welfare overhaul requiring many
Some states added even more
single mothers who were on wel- from their own
budgets into child
fare to get jobs.
Under* federal program,states
offer subsidies on a sliding scale,
with the aid phasing out as a family's income grows. Parents can
use the subsidies to send their
children to a child care center or
to pay a neighbor, friend or relative to care for them.
On Wednesday, Shalala urged

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
EVENING
Pick 3:
MIDDAY
8-6-7
Pick 3:
Pick 4:
2-4-8
3-5-6-2
Pick 4:
Cash 5:
4-9-7-1
2-8-21-23-27
Lotto:
4-19-23-27-30-35
Sponsored by.

care, but those dollars — and the
children served with them — are
not included in this report.
Under federal standards, families are eligible for the subsidies
if their incomes are below 85 per-

lc) Priorities analyzed census data
and concluded that nearly 95 per-•
cent of low-income children without health insurance are now eligible for government insurance
programs.
That inciudes both Medintd.
But many states set the eligi- which targets the poorest Ameribility limits lower than that, so cans, and the Children's Health
there is a wide range of rules Insurance Program. which serves
across the country. In Maine. for children in families with slightly •
instance, families with incomes higher incomes.
below $32,492 are eligible for
Nationally, there are 10.6 milchild care help; in Kentucky. fam- lion uninsured children, 7.1 mil. tes-can earn no mole than $17,724.
families have incomes
Also Wednesday, a liberal below 200 percent of the poverty
research-4'64-refeaSed its own line. Of those 7.1 million chilreport on health care for low-income dren, 6.7 million are eligible for
children.
eithel Medicaid or CHIP, the report
The -center for Oudget and poi- found.
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PECANS
ARE HERE

Since 1940
Kentucky Nut Corporation
Box ISO, Hickman, K.42050
Phone & Fax 1270) 236-2662
Mailable At Smith's Supermarket
kynutgPapex.net

• Best Wild Shelled Halves & Pieces
•"Munchin" Pecans...Roasted/Salted
• Custom Cracking Of Your In Shell
• New Chocolate Pecans and Almonds
Roasted Cashews & Peanuts

1

AUDIO • VIDEO • COMMUNICATIONS
506 N 12th Street • Murray, Kentucky

753-7567
Introducing the newest in hip, a bold statement
that fits your own sense of style, the Nokia 8200
digital series mobile phones. They are small
enough to be discreet, yet feeljust right in your
hand. With powerful features and head-turning
good looks, the Nokia 8200 digital series mobile
phones connect you...
connect you with style.
Authorized Agent of

Shell

0BELLSOUTH Mobility'

TUESDAY SPECIAL
904 Sovreeme O.c fo'r4i4ef
Make Gift Giving Fun And Easy
This Holiday Season!

your
choice

Soup & Salad Bar
or Soup & Sandwich

SPECIALTY-THEMED BASKETS
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0001
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436-6260
Kathy Farley
To Place Your
Order!

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Pasta Buffet Feast

Buffet Hours: 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: 5 p.m.-8 p.m.

*Gourmet Foods *Candles *Mugs
*Toys *Sports Enthusiasts *Picture Frames & More'

(Actual Size!)
THURSDAY SPECIAL

Exquisite Buffet
for Lunch!

4.8I i

•Rump of Roast 'Baked Icelandic Cod
•Roasted Chicken • Seasoned Potatoes
•Blackhawk Rolls 'Scrumptious Desserts
and still have your choice of pizza, pasta or salad!

SIJISTIDAY SPECIAL

ATTENTION
LASAGN A

4.81

You get a taste of it all...
Plus our delicious
Lasagna makes Sundays
even more special!
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Nov. 28
Reno (Nev.) Gazette-Journal, which endorsed
Al Gore for president, calling for Gore to concede:
It's time for Vice President Al Gore to move
on ... The consequences for the nation could be
enormous whether he succeeds or fails. Up until
now, the vice president has stood on firm ground
... Today, however, it's Bush who's on relatively
solid ground and Gore's support is evaporating;
only the most partisan of his backers relish the
coming court battle ...
Little good can come from Gore's decision to
protest the Florida vote, despite the problems with
Florida's election process — and those problems
appear to be legion. On the other hand, it is easy
to foresee a lot of bad ... This will be painful for
a life-long politician only 500 votes away from
the presidency, of course, made even more painful
by the fact that he won the popular vote nationwide by a fairly wide margin. But, as every smart
poker player knows, there's a time to fold your
hand to prevent your losses from climbing. For Al
Gore, that time is now.
Nov. 26
The Stillwater (Okla.) NewsPress, on election
standards:
There are hundreds of jokes circulating about
the Florida election returns. Some suggest observers
from the Jimmy Carter Center be asked to monitor the attempts_ to count, recount and certify. results
so a fair, free election can be guaranteed.
The punched (or dimpled or pregnant) cards
used in the Florida election are artifacts from the
1970s and 1980s. Much is made of the 99.9 percent accuracy achieved by counting machines for
punched ballots. Hardly anyone emphasizes the
mathematical fact that .01 percent of 6 million
votes is 6,000 votes which would be counted incorrectly or not at all under the best of conditions.
- There are better ways. Riverside County in California has tested, purchased and installed a touchscreen system. Internet voting was tested in Arizona and California during the last_election. In
both systems, it's not possible to vote both "yes"
and "no" on referenda or retention, Goodbye to
the butterfly and spoiled ballots.
There are concerns about security for online
voting, but seeing someone wander into a counting station with a plastic trash bag of punched
card ballots that had been overlooked doesn't give
one much faith in the security of our present systems. ...
Nov. 27
South Bend (Ind.) Tribune, on the Electoral
College:
It's easy to say that the United States ought to

write the Electoral College right out of the Constitution and replace it with the indisputable clarity of choosing the president by popular vote.
What could be more sensible and practical?
Why. the Founding Fathers probably would have
provided for it themselves had they only been able
to anticipate mass communication and the computer age.
But wait. What about the law of unintended
consequences? It can have clout that makes a
seemingly antiquated article of the Constitution
pale by comparison.
The Founding Fathers, wise as they certainly
were, could not have imagined America in 2000.
They surely didn't imagine women voting, among
100 million citizens of every race, religion and
political persuasion, in 50 states stretching from
Maine to the middle of the Pacific Ocean. They
could not possibly have dreamed of the means for
gathering information that are available to 21st
century Americans.
A commission ought to be formed (at the behest
of Congress or the new president) to thoroughly
study the effects of changing the way we pick
presidents. Imagined consequences are just that —
imagined. This is the time for a meaningful look
at how to best reflect the people's will through
the electoral process, and it should be done in a
way that does not descend to partisan opportunism.
Nov. 28
Daily News of Los Angeles, on Robert Downey
Jr.'s addiction:
Watching actor Robert Downey Jr.'s life disintegrate before our eyes is not a pretty sight. Late
Saturday, some three months after being released
from prison on drug charges, Downey was arrested again on suspicion of drug possession — this
time in Palm Springs after an anonymous tip to
police.
It's been four years since his first arrest, and
the 35-year-old actor has had every chance to get
off drugs, but apparently drugs are stronger.
The talented actor also has enjoyed strong support from friends and 'fellow actors, who have rallied round him repeatedly. Immediately after his
release in August, Downey landed a job as a new
character on the Fox television series "Ally McBeal,"
and he was scheduled to star in a Los Angeles
staging of -Hamlet" ...
Downey has come to symbolize America's problem in dealing with drugs: Are compassion and
treatment more effective than prison?
... In Downey's case, a judge gave him numerous chances early on to get treatment, but the
actor has repeatedly ended up in trouble, including a year in prison.
How far should society go to save individuals
from themselves and their destructive behavior?

Reform Electoral College?
NEW YORK(AP) — Go ahead,
revamp the Electoral College. To
see how stunning a change it could
be, imagine no President Kennedy
in 1960, or the House deciding
four of the last eight presidential
contests.
The tumultuous election of 2000
already has brought calls for reform
or outright abolition of the Electoral College. But instead of just
fixing a sometimes unwieldy system, change could create a very
different United States, analysis of
the latest unofficial election results
suggest.
"Before you make a big change
in institutions, you do some runthroughs and think about what
would happen," cautioned Nelson
W. Polsby, political science professor at University of California
at Berkeley.
Whether changes could be made
is far from clear. Reforms could
be made by the individual states,
but abolition would take a constitutional amendment requiring the
very difficult-to-achieve approval of
38 states.
Here are the three basic choices:
- ---Replace the Electoral College
with a direct vote.
—Keep the Electoral College
and its 538 votes, but require each
state to split them up, down to
the tenth, according to its popular vote — so California's 54 votes
would wind up divided 29.0 for
Gore and 22.5 for Bush.
—Keep the system but divide
the votes by congressional district,
as Maine and Nebraska already
do.
Right now, if the nation had
elected its president by direct vote,
Al Gore would be the winner by
337,576 votes — give or take a
few thousand disputed Florida ballots.
If it had kept the Electoral College and split each state's electoral votes according to the popular vote, both Gore and Bush
would be without an electoral
majority (259.5 votes for Bush,
258.3 for Gore) and the election
would go to the House — where
each state would get just one vote.

Al

11.1"tilti

GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
(Nader's 14.5 votes, however, could
decide the election.)
As for dividing states' electoral
votes by congressional district,
those numbers remain unclear. Presidential votes are not collected by
congressional district, and take
weeks or months to gather.
But while results of such changes
now may be uncertain, the effect
they would have had in the past
can be nailed down.
Switching to a direct vote would
not have altered one election back
through 1960. The presidency hasn't been won by a popular-vote
loser since 1888.
But the other two changes —
with variations being pushed by
Republican leaders and left-leaning reformers — would have meant
a far different history.
Divide the electoral votes by
congressional district?
That would have reversed the
election of 1960 and put Riehard
Nixon in the White House, not
John F. Kennedy, according to
Polsby's analysis in his text, "Presidential Elections: Contemporary
Strategies of American Electoral
Politics."
In 1976, Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford would have tied in the
Electoral College and sent the election to the House.
And what's wrong with that,
asked Richard Bond, a former
Republican National Committee
chairman who advocates such a
change. "I think it's a good thing
when the electoral vote total more
closely conforms to the popular vote
total." Carter got 50.1 percent of
the popular vote, and Ford got
48.0 percent.
How about the idea of splitting each state's electoral votes
according to its popular vote?
That would have sent four elec-

tions of the past eight (1960, 1968,
1992, and 1996) to the House.
Proposals to switch to a proportional breakdown have been
supported by Presidents Nixon and
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, as well
as several 1970s measures in Congress and one current measure in
Washington state, according to the
Center for Voting and Democracy, which supports direct elections.
The Electoral College has faced
criticism before, most recently with
hearings in 1997 and 1992. Bills
for direct elections made progress
but died in the Senate in 1979,
1969 and 1956.
Many political scientists and
lawmakers say the system helps
build a national consensus. Some
say it protects smaller states from
being overwhelmed by large, populous states. Critics say it leaves
many states ignored when the race
focuses on large swing states.
Polsby concluded that the current Electoral College benefits large
states because the winner-take-all
scheme gives states like California and New York even more
oomph.
Eliminating the college, he said,
would strengthen smaller, one-party
states that could deliver landslide
popular votes. It could also give
rise to strong regional candidates
and splinter parties that could be
spoilers.
The other reforms would significantly diminish the strength of
large, populous states, he said, as
California would no longer be a
big prize — just 54 small prizes.
"What I really want is for people to confront real consequences,"
Polsby said. "Too often, people
pick what side they're on, and
then they advocate the position of
the side they're on and they don't
notice the costs."

Gore's last chance?
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
a month of suspense, Al Gore's
last hopes of winning the White
House may come down to the
Florida Supreme Court. It'll be an
unprecedented moment when seven
judges render a verdict on an election that nearly 104 million Americans thought was theirs to decide.
At 10 a.m. Thursday, Florida's
top judges will hear Gore's makeor-break plea for a hand recount
of 14.000 disputed ballots in MiamiDade and Seminole counties. The
vice president insists those votes
will show that he — not George
W. Bush — should sit in the Oval
Office for the next four years.
Like all states, Florida faces a
Tuesday deadline for naming its
electors for the Electoral College
vote to decide the presidency. The
Republican-controlled Florida legislature is threatening to name its
own slate if necessary to protect
Bush's eyelash-thin victory of 537
votes.
With the stakes so high. the
high court judges will be under
enormous political pressure. "We
like to think of judges as above
all that, but they're people like
the rest of us and they're existing in the same context that the
rest of us are," said David Kairys.
a constitutional law professor at
Temple University.
"They may feel it's more important to avoid the appearance of
partisanship to get this over than
it is to vindicate these important
voting rights." said Kairys, who
believes Gore has a strong legal
case for a recount.
The court is expected to rule
quickly. "They know the whole
country is waiting for this," said
Jerome Barron, former law school
dean at George Washington University.
And what a wait it has been,
a roller coaster of high emotion
— from erroneous victory declarations and short-lived celebrations
to retracted concessions and endless courtroom arguments.

ANALYSIS

TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
"On Nov. 7, 2000, the people ing pressure to end the long
of Florida and the nation cast their impasse.
votes for president of the United
"I believe that the Florida
States," Bush's attorneys said Supreme Court will make a deciWednesday in a written motion to sion by the end of the week that
Florida's highest'court. "One month — whatever the outcome
— it
later, after lawsuit upon lawsuit should provide
the final determiand recount after recount, the nation
of this election," said Kennation's future leader remains in
tucky Gov. Paul Patton, a staunch
doubt. At no time in our nation's
Gore defender and chairman of
history has a presidential race been
the
Democratic Governors Associdecided by an election contest in
ation.
a court of law."
Still, said Georgetown Law CenOn those points there is no dister
professor Paul Rothstein, "The
pute. Gore's lawyers, in their writpolls
show that every day support
ten briefs, chose to emphasize the
is slipping but that the public realurgency of their appeal.
"Now is the last chance for a ly does want some fair way to
legal judgment to be rendered in get to the bottom of it and does
this case," the vice president's have a disquieting feeling that their
attorneys said. "In but a few more president is being determined by
days. only the judgment of histo- A erroneous machine. I think the
ry will be left to fall upon a sys- polls show they feel uncomforttem where deliberate obstruction able about votes not being handhas succeeded in achieving delay counted."
— and where further delays risk
Amid the legal battles, the
succeeding in handing democracy nation's capital is preparing for a
a defeat.new president.
The Florida court, on Nov. 21.
Work is under way outside the
saved Gore's candidacy by shift- White House to build
a reviewing the certification date to allow ing stand
for the inaugural parade.
manual recounts of disputed bal- On
Capitol Hill, workmen began
lots in heavily Democratic counbuilding the platform where the
ties. Gore's team got a legal and
43rd president will be sworn in
psychological boost Wednesday
on Jan. 20. "Hopefully we will
when a federal appeals court in
Atlanta rejected Bush's attempt to have the answer of who sometime
soon," said Sen. Mitch McConnell,
quash the recounts.
David Boies, head of Gore's R-Ky., chairman of the joint inaulegal team, says the Florida gural committee.
Gore says he is optimistic. Bush
Supreme Court "will be the end
of the matter.- But Gore, himself, says he's soon to be the presihas expressed new interest in dis- dent. But only one can be the
puted ballots in Seminole and Mar- winner.
"Well, obviously, each of us is
tin counties where 25.000 absentee ballots are in question and going to have to make up our
could change the Florida outcome. own mind," Bush said."We've done
With each day, there is grow- all we can do."
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Mrs.• Freda Armstrong
The funeral for Mrs. Freda Armstrong was today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Linden Ferguson officiated.
Singing was by singers from Williams Chapel Church of Christ with
Billy Dan Orr as leader.
Pallbearers were James David Armstrong, Timothy Greg Armstrong,
Thomas Brett Armstrong, Jackie Myers, Bonne11 Key and James Ray
Murdock. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Armstrong, 77, Kelso Road, Murray, Lynn Grove community,
died Tuesday, Dec. 5, 2000, at 10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a retired cafeteria worker and school bus driver for Southwest Elementary School. She was a member of Williams Chapel
Church of Christ.
Born July 5, 1923, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
Men Paschall Baker and the late Buren Baker. One sister, Milta
Burchfield, died in 1983.
Survivors include her husband, Thomas Lee Armstrong, to whom
she was married June 19, 1943; one daughter, Mrs. Frances Spillman
and husband, Eugene, and one son, Henry Armstrong, all of Murray;
her mother, Mrs. Merl Baker, Hazel; three grandchildren, James David,
Timothy Greg and Thomas Brett Armstrong; one stepgrandchild, Michael
Eugene Spillman; four great-grandchildren, Taylor Brianne Armstrong,
Cody Wallace, Haley Wallace and Bethany Armstrong; one niece, Mrs.
Bonnie Lee Evans and husband, Ben, Columbus, Ohio.

Herman Lye!!
The funeral for Herman Lye11 will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. C.C. Brasher
will officiate. Burial will follow in Briensburg Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Lye11, 65, Murray, died Tuesday, Dec. 5, 2000, at 12:50 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Zelda Mae Lye11, three sisters, Mrs. Loreen Tide11,
Mrs. Lucille Gray and Mrs. Lena Myatt, two brothers, Richard Lye11
and Thilbert Lye11, and one granddaughter, all preceded him in death.
He was the son of the late Walter Richard Lye11 and Effie Mae
Adcock Lye11.
Mr. Lye11 was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Tammy Roland and Mrs.
Sandy Lancanter, Fayetteville, Tenn.; five sons, James Roach and Van
Roach, both of Paducah, and Chris Lye11, Wayne Lye11 and Greg
Lye11, all of Fayetteville, Tenn.; nine grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Armin Wissmueller
Armin Wissmueller, 70, Pleasure Drive, Mayfield, died Wednesday,
Dec. 6, 2000, at 9 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired Certified Public Accountant, he is a graduate of Northwestern University. He was of Lutheran faith and an Army veteran of
the Korean Conflict.
One son, Christopher Wissmueller, parents-in-law, Fannie and Charles
Slater, brother-in-law, Tyron Thacker, and nephew, Ty Thacket, all preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Armin Wissmueller
and Gertrude Abraham Wissmueller.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Catherine Thacker Wissmueller;
one daughter, Ms. Angela Candace Wissmueller and husband, Robert
Riviezzo, Littleton, Colo.; two sisters, Mrs. Phillis Drska and husband,
Robert, North Riverside, Ill., and Mrs. Carol Alexander and husband,
Donald, Oak Brook, Ill.; one brother, Dr. William Wissmueller and
wife, Marilyn, Downers Grove, Ill.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Lillian
Thacker and Mrs. Put Slater and husband, Bill; brother-in-law, Donald thacker and wife, Margaret.
Also surviving are seven nieces, Erica Ciro and husband, Anthony,
Laura Lebeau and husband, George, Dream Harrison and husband,
Donald, Tammy Penrod, Susan Govern and husband, Gary, Sheryl
Regan and husband, Michael, and Patricia Seymour and husband,
Shawn; 12 nephews, David Drska and•wife, Belinda, Gary Drska and
wife, Michelle, Bradley Alexander and wife, Colleen, Thomas Alexander and wife, Nancie, Johnny Wissmueller, Donald Thacker and wife,
Robin, Douglas Thacker, Johnny Thacker and wife, April, Gregory..
Curry and wife, Terri, Michael Curry, Ricky Curry and wife, Lisa,
and William Slater and wife, Candy, many of whom reside in Calloway County.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens at Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Stephen Lang Massad
Stephen Lang Massad, 38, Paducah, died Tuesday, Dec. 5, 2000,
at 1:10 p.m. in Paducah.
He was the director and tennis pro at the Country Club of Paducah and was a member of .the U.S. P4fessional Tennis Association,
serving as a clinician for local high sJool tennis teams. He was the
organizer for Sports Against Cancer tournament and organized the
John Lloyd and Mel Purcell pro tennis exhibition held in Paducah in
August.
Mr. Massad played on four Ohio Valley Conference tennis championship teams from 1981-85 at Murray State University under former coach Bennie Purcell and finished his career tied with Tony
Wretlund for most career victories (150).
A native of Texas, he became a teaching professional after college,
working at country clubs in Houston and in Dayton, Ohio, before
returning to the area at the Paducah Country Club. He also worked
with Mel Purcell, a professional tennis player in the early 1980s and
now Murray State University's tennis coach. Massad and Purcell
worked together on professional exhibitions and teaching tennis in the
area.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Andee Totton Massad; one daughter, Haley Lang Massad, and one son, Luke Stephen Massad, Paducah; his father and stepmother, Joy N. and Patricia Massad, Tyler,
Texas; his mother and stepfather, Sameera Hamra Murad and Dr. John
L. Murad, Dallas, Texas; one sister, Sarnia Massad Smith, Tyler, Texas;
two brothers, Randall Joy Massad, Tyler, and Phillip Massad, Round
Rock, Texas; his grandmothers, Mrs. T.A. Hamra and Mrs. Louis
Murad, both of Dallas; four stepbrothers, the Rev. David Murad, Kirkwood, Mo., Johnny Murad, Ruston, La., Philip Murad, Houston, Texas,
and Andrew Murad, Waco, Texas; several nieces and nephews.
Memorial services will be Friday at 11 a.m. at First Presbyterian
Church, Paducah, where he was a member. The Rev. Lynn Shurley
will officiate. Burial will, follow in Mount Kenton Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Massad Memorial Fund, c/o Banterra Bank, 3151 Parisa Dr., Paducah, KY 42003.

Ripley's buys
'Old Sparky'
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
A Ripley's Believe It or Not!
museum plans to add an electric
chair to its macabre crime and
punishment gallery that already
includes medieval torture devices.
The exhibitor of the weird and
unusual bought Tennessee's purported original electric chair, nicknamed Old Sparky, for more than
$25,000 Wednesday. It will be displayed at its museum in the Great
Smoky Mountains tourist town of
Gatlinburg, where about 500,000
visitors flock each year.
Gawkers could view the leatherstrapped, electrode-equipped white
oak chair — responsible for 125
executions in Tennessee from 1916
to 1960 — as early as next month.
"This chair will fit in very, very
nicely," said Edward Meyer, Ripley's vice president for publishing, who negotiated the acquisition.
The purchase comes a day after
an online auction of the chair was
prematurely stopped because of
questions about its authenticity.

The seller, who identified himself as Arthur Rosenblatt, had.
offered the chair on eBay and then'
negotiated directly 'with Orlando,"
Fla.-based Ripley's.
"I feel that any opportunity to
expose the chair to the greatest
possible audience is the only correct way to dispose of it," said
Rosenblatt, a collector and seller
of "murderabilia."
Meyer said Ripley's has been
trying to get an electric chair for
years.
"We have always felt that an
electric chair is something that the
general public wants to see and
is interested in," he said.
Rosenblatt wouldn't say how
he obtained the chair, but he said
it has been in storage in Massachusetts for several years.
The Tennessee Department of
Correction has questioned the
chair's lineage and Rosenblatt's
right to sell it, if it's genuine.
'At this point, all 1 can say is
we are still looking into it," department spokesman Steve Hayes said.
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92% +
24', +', Schering-Plough
53',
54 +1
. Sears
35.85 + 0.04
58,+h1,,
51%2* Texaco
.35'2 2'S Time Warner
64.89 - 2.21
18.13 + 0.11 Union Planters
34'. unc
UST
11', B
23%
95",.- I". Wal-Mart
55% +'.
423,+7. Worldcom Inc.
.
15`..,+4
10644.75 -19.63
35% -‘.
20% -',,
44%.+'.
383.2.
1

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

AUIP
HILLIARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270453-3366

Open Every Friday 9 a.m. til 1 p.m.
918 Broadway • Paducah, Ky. •270-443-4594
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

SINCE

las.

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. Mallard, W.L. Lyons, Inc.• Mamba.' NYSE and SIPC

Verizon Wireless
Christmas Past.

Students meet royalty
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Four
Westchester High School students
got the royal treatment this week.
Britain's Prince Edward presented awards Wednesday to the
pupils who are taking part in the
U.S. version of a worldwide student achievement and mentoring
program founded by his father, the
Duke of Edinburgh.
The program stresses extracurricular self-development, responsibility, community service and projects of each student's choosing.
The 36-year-old prince is a gold
award winner himself in the Duke
of Edinburgh program.
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Christmas Future.

"Life is not about academic
work. That never inspired me. But
getting involved in an activity that
was different, that was a little bit
broader, that was what inspired me."
the youngest son of Queen Elizabeth II said.
The U.S. equivalent of the program, the privately funded Congressional Award, was established
in 1979.
The four students, who began
the program in February and were
visited by the prince's father earlier this year, received certificates
as bronze award winners for achieving personal goals in target areas.

Christmas Present:
Receive 1,000

FREC
Night & Weekend Minutes

COME TO...

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-11-UUE
Have Lunch With Santa And Have Your
Picture Taken
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9
11 A.M. - 4 P.M.
While having dinner enjoy
live entertainment of
Christmas carols by
local artist.
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
While here don't forget to place
your Christmas order for turkey
(fried or smoked), ham, pork
BB° and homemade desserts

Intersection of Hwy. 1824 & 464
Almo • 753-1934
Grill Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11-2; Fri. & Sat. 11-8

For the term of the contract on all
HomeChoices" Rate Plans; sio per month thereafter.

responctA
Call *.th
venzonwr.w.“

01
,
01.

Simple. Affordable. National. JID
1

In in.

for delivery, call toll free

1.866.2 JOIN IN

verizonwireless

shop online (a www.verizonwireless.corn

AUTHORIZED RETAILER

MURRAY
Celliouch Inc

Subject to terms of cellular service agreement and price plan Annual contract required Early termination fee of $25
maximum multiplied by the number of months remaining on the contract Requires credit approval Connor be
combined with other offers Usage rounded to next full minute Unused allowances lost All calls subject to taxes, toll,
& other charges. Digital service not available in all areas Off-peak Night hours run from 1000 p.m. to 6 00 a m
Monday-Friday. Off-peak Weekend from 10 00 p m Friday through 6 00 a m Monday. 2000 Venzon Wireless

RadioShack.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen

The fire at the Weaks Community Center is such a tragedy.
So many "helping" agencies have their offices there. This building was the Seventh and Poplar Church f Christ before the
church was moved to Glendale Road. J t think how many
people for family reunions, meetings, etc., ave used the center
since it was opened in December 1990.
Again we commend the many firefighters and volunteers who
answered the call for service at 10:30 p.m. Tuesday. It takes a
special person to be a firefighter or a volunteer firefighter. The
Murray Fire Department, the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad and Calloway County DES need the support of the entire
community.

Allied Services at new place
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., will now be temporarily
located in an office in the Department for Community Based Services building at 201 South Sixth St., Murray, because of the fire
at the Weaks Community Center. Sue Chaney is the WKAS outreach/social worker here and can be reached at 753-5362. Any
individual needing to make application for the Home Energy Assistance Program (HELP) must go to the new office between the
hours of 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.

Mr and Mrs. Fielder in 2000

Mr and Mrs. Fielder in 1950

LOCal couple will be married for 50 years
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Fielder of 202 Woodlawn, Murray, will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday.
They were married Dec. 10, 1950, at First Methodist Church, Mur-

Children's Clothing
The Brands They Love To Wear
1

veruthing

2

%

ray.
No formal celebration is planned.
Mrs. Fielder, the former Jo Broach, is the daughter of the late
W.H. Broach and Beulah Richardson Broach of Murray. She is retired
from Peoples Bank of Murray.
Mr. Fielder is the son of the late George Fielder Sr. and Jewell
Houser Fielder of Paducah. He is retired from Murray State University.
They have one daughter, Marcia Fielder of Murray, and one son,
David Fielder and wife, Lisa,. Antioch, Tenn..
Their three grandchildren ar4 Drew Fielder of Murray and Michael
Fielder and Bradley Fielder of Antioch, Tenn.

lV1."1 kVrap it Free

CorirMlin

BIRTHS

SUBSCRIBE

DOWNTOWN • MURRAY
.

Coulton Lee
West

#

Glenn and Brenda West of 3053
St. Rt. 564, Mayfield, are the parents of a son, Coulton Lee West,
born on Saturday. Dec. 2, 2000,
at 3:53 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
four ounces and measured 20 inches.
Grandparents are Charlie and
Brenda Satterwhite of Mayfield, the
late Russell and Virginia Patterson of Detroit, Mich., and the late
Albert and Ola Mae West of Lynn
Grove.

Theatres
•
I
.
:

1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

102 Dalmations
: G - 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:05 - 9:20
: Unbreakable
: PG13 - 1:00 - 3:35- 7:00 - 9:35
Rugrats In Paris: The Movie
G - 1:10 - 3:10 - 7:10
The 6th Day
PG13- 1:25 - 3:40- 7:25- 9:40
: The Grinch
: PG - 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30- 9:45
: Bounce
: PG13- 1:00 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:40
: Men of Honor
: R - 9:00
i

HOW TO REACH US...
BY PHONE

4-H Council to meet today
The Calloway County 4-H Council meeting will meet today
(Thursday) at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room of First United
_Methodist Church..

Breakfast with Santa Saturday
Breakfast with Santa, sponsored by Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, will be Saturday from 9 to 11 a.m. at the
club house at 704 Vine St., Murray. The cost will be $5 per child
and 43 per adult and will include breakfast, Christmas crafts and
picture with Santa. This is open to all interested persons and for
tickets contact any 'Sigma member or call LeeAnn Taylor at 7595532. All proceeds will go to benefit Murray City Park.

Open house at Tr -Sigma house
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at Murray State University will
have a Christmas open house at the Tri-Sigma house at 1605 Miller
Ave., Murray, on Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m. This is open to all
interested persons. Refreshments will be served.

Highway meeting canceled
The public information meeting scheduled for Dec. 12 at the
Weaks Community Center, have been canceled because of the fire
at the center. This meeting was to discuss a Scoping Study to
reconstruct US 641 from the Tennessee state line to Murray. The
meeting will be rescheduled at a later date.

Santa sponsors needed
Sponsors for children for the Santa Project of the Murray and
Calloway County Resource Centers are needed. People are needed
to adopt a family for Christmas. Usually the cost of a sponsorship
for a family will be from $50 to $75, depending on the ages and
need for items such as coats and shoes. To adopt a family call the
Santa Workshop, phone 753-5704. Tax deductible donations for this
project and other special needs may be mailed to Angel Fund,
1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Fruit cakes being offered
The Claxton fruit cakes are now being offered for sale at Kroger,
D & T, Storey's Food Giant, Sears and Owen's Food Market. Proceeds from the sales will go for community projects.

270-753-1916

Santa in downtown house

us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

Ledgens.-Times
.

Charter Communications at 906 South 12th St., Murray, is collecting tanned foods for Need Line: This collection is being made
because of the fire at the office Tuesday night. Food donations will
continue to be taken at the Charter office.

Dial

: Charlie's Angels
: PG13 - 1:20 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:20
:

Food for Need Line being collected

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Santa will be in his house, located on the north side of the Calloway County Courthouse, on Friday from 4 to 7 p.m. and Saturday from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Children may have a treat, get a
special Christmas hug and have picture taken with Santa. This is
being sponsored by Murray Main Street.

Heidi opens at Playhouse
The children's classic, "Heidi," will open for the holiday season
tonight (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park. Performances will be at Dec. 8, 9, 14,15 and 16, at 2 p.m. on Dec.
10. For ticket information call 759-1752.

Miss BRAdie's
- admire

ari4_rag44

4/44244
Dept. 56 Snowbabies, Russian Sontas & lacquered boxes, Christopher
Radko, Madame Alexander Si Lee Middleton Dolls and much more.
Ofte4t eu714:44# Sata,u6t4i tOtal 7 itot
Become a
Kentucky Organ Donor.
For more information call:
1-800-525-3456.

US Hwy 641 ei Dees St. in Hazel, Kentucky
www.nussbradies.com
270.492.8896

Everything you need for the
holidays is at Pier 1 now!
So, c_orne on! Get the spirit and celebrate the season :4:
with fun, affordable finds from Murray's Pier 1!
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
1205B CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY, KY

MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest

CASA DEL SOL

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133

Kappa Department of the
kfurray Woman's Club presents.

P10111ONI/111111

TourA Country
"Living Christmas"
Sun., Dec. 10, 2000
1:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Tukets may he purchased at Kopperud
Union Planters (North k South) and from Kappa
members Tukets 57 CE m advance $ACO at the
door Proceeds to benefit The (Team Factory and
Calloway Co L iteracy Program

•
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RECOGNITION...Phillip Virts, left, was recently recognized
for 10 years of employment service at the Murray Police
Department. A certificate was presented by Ken Claud, assistant police chief.
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GUEST SOLOIST...Michael Lovett, left, was guest soloist at
the November brunch of Christian Women of Murray. Lovett
is pictured with his son, Skyiar Lovett, and his mother, Jo
Lovett, at the brunch.
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Blood drive
planned for
Saturday

Mr and Mrs. Lowell Smith

Anniversary reception
will be held Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Smith of Mayfield will celebrate their 65th
wedding anniversary on Saturday, Dec. 9.
The reception will be held at the home of their daughter, Mrs.
Shelby Galloway and husband, Bill, at 2387 St. Rt. 80 East, May.
field. _
,
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of
2 to 4 p.m.
Mrs. Smith, the former Virginia Riley, is the daughter of the late
Herbert and Audie Riley. Mr. Smith, a retired TVA electrician, is the
son of the late Kelly and Flora Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith are members of First Church of Nazarene of
Mayfield.
One son, Donnie-Smith, and one grandson, Jonathan Galloway, are
deceased.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Shelby Galloway and husband, Bill,
two grandchildren, Cindy Barlow and Christopher Galloway, and three
great-grandchildren.

A Red Cross Blood Drive, sponsored by Kentucky National Guard,
will be Saturday from 8:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. at the National Guard
Armory, Highway 121 North, Murray.
The technicians will be present to take donations of blood.
The regional and the national blood
supply is still at a critical low,
according to -Larry Doyle,• chair-: •
man of Calloway County Red Cross
Blood Drives.
Donated blood is used for children and adults with cancer,
leukemia, heart disease, anemia
and other diseases, as well as, for
premature babies and people undergoing surgery. including organ
transplants and those injured in
accidents.
Doyle said "as we enter the
holiday., season of increased
way traffic and associated accidents, now is the time to plan to
give blood"
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old, weigh at least 110
pounds and not have given .blood
in the last 56 days.
A health review will be conducted. If you have been deferred
from giving blood due to low hematocrit (low iron), eat those raisins,
pump that blood and try again,
Doyle said. Refreshments will be
waiting for you after you have given
blood.
The next Red Cross Blood Drive
will be sponsored by St. Leo
Catholic Church on Tuesday, Jan.
2, 2001, from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

"Star of the South"
One Carat'

"Stacy" two-tone
with Marquise center

anl•$599

1 lti

kK"--

I1

I IT? lit

Bezel Set Pendant
in While or Yellow Gold

VIOLIN PROGRAM.. Presenting a program of violin music
for the residents of Fern Terrace Lodge were, from left,
seated, Jessica Ottway. Abby Murdock and Teresa Dycus,
standing, Conny Ottway and Angie Murdock.

1/5 Carae$199
1/4 Carat"$299
1/2Carar$799

Visit Santa at his
house Downtown on
the Courthouse Lawn!
Fri., Dec.8
4 p.m.-7 p.m.
Sat., Dec.9
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Fri., Dec. 15
4 p.m.-7 p.m.

HOLIDAY Ti011ks:

Sat., Dec. 16
11 a.m.-3 p.m.

.110H. Hull Sot.= 9,m, to 70.,
Sunday = i pm to 3;m:

Fri., Dec. 22
4 p.m.-7 p.m.

3pm

Christmlis fee =
JEWELERS'
! 11
t 1,, .• I ,tr,

•

)p,'he;

.1t,

LTOUR OF HOMES...SUNDAY, DECEPABBI 10

Sat., Dec. 23
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
FREE
Photo
with
Santa!
Weather
permitting
Sponsored 9410
by
MURRAY

TIS THE SEASON * TIS THE SEASON *TIS THE SEASON *

"Rolex" Style Tennis
One C./rat $399
Two Carata' $599

The Season

c

to have a....

•$899

Two-Tone Style Bracelet
One Carat' $499
Two Carob'$999
TIvre Carob'$1399

RID SALE!
All Boy's & Girl's Red Clothing

40%
OFF

Zad & 441441e
ot

\()\:is

Isl()S‘

1111

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Open Sundays through December
I p.m. • 5 p.m.
IR

tut Pow bora sok She Row kw Debi

Phipan li% I J..' 4.i. J it
I2

\()S%

SI,I.

Attend The Church of Your Choice
Pt

.,••••••••••
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"Digital Magellan"
airing on WKMS
A special half hour radio feature on tracked music will air on
97.3 FM, WKMS Dec. 10, at 10
p.m. during Susan Dunman's program "Planet Waves."
Joseph M. Pence, a Murray
State senior from Owensboramajoring in radio/ television and history; produced the program titled
"Digital Magellan" in WKMS studios.
"Digital Magellan" showcases
tracked or digital music created
from sampling real sounds. Those
sounds are arranged in a variety
of keys using a computer to form
songs. Tracked music is freely distributed on the Internet by its

Lates-Ccutta

authors.
"Digital Magellan" offers several genres of this new and littleknown format, with a variety of
arrangements from heavy industrial to ethereal ambient to contemporary classical.
Pence said, "Tracked music is
something of an underground Internet phenomenon. I'm pretty sure
this is the first time that mainstream radio has done this sort of
thing."
He added, "I hope this show
will bring this new art form into
the conventional world. Digital
music is like nothing you've ever
heard before."

Area art guild
sponsors show
Linda Little of Paducah is the
Exchange Bank Best ofShow award
winner in "Impressions 2000," a
juried exhibition sponsored by the
Mayfield-Graves County Art Guild.
Little received the award for
her painting, "Cranapple Pond" at
the tenth annual exhibition's opening reception Nov. 19 at the guild's
home in Mayfield's historic Ice
House.
Division winners were:
Painting: Mel Garbark of Benton, first place; Malinda Mays of
RECITAL...Pictured are Linda Wright and Teena Young, Wingo, second place.
on third and second row left, music teachers, with their
Drawing: Gerry Marcum of Padstudents at a recent recital.
ucah, first place; Nick Helton of
Murray, second place.
Sculpture: Gary LoPiccolo of
Dexter, first place; Doug and Mary
Ridley of Gilbertsville, second
place.
Photography: Kathy Tidwell of
Murray, first place; David Sheridan of Martin, Tenn., second place.
Mixed Media and Fiber Arts:
Chirck_ Elusamf_ MAUTAY,..first
The music students of Linda ed in the picture were Jessica place; Barbara Hunt of Murray,
Wright and Teena Young were fea- Cook, Jennifer Cavitt, Shirley second place
The Darleen Phipps Memorial
White, Joshua Crittenden and
tured recently in a recital.
Award
for Realism in Oils: Gerry
Students of Ms. Young per- Heather Wright.
of Paducah for "Orange
Marcum
Performance
certificates
were
forming were Jennifer Wann and
presented to each participating stu- Glow"
Kara Taylor.
The Laurel Oak Garden Club
Students of Mrs. Wright per- dent.

Local music students
S'hopEcety perform at recital;
earn several awards

THURS-7:30
FRI/SAT-8:00
SUN-2:00

DEC.
7-8-9-10
14-15-16

forming wereCourtney Perry, McKaylon Wilson, Shauna Wicker, Barbara CnlernaP Heather Collins,
James Cavitt, Greg Wood, Whitney Wicker, Jordan Belcher, Megan
Jones, Trya Lokey, Joshua Glass,
Leroy Gaines and Michael Belcher.
Joshua Crittenden and Heather
Wright, former students of Mrs.
Wright, were fetituregt as special
guests. Crittenden performed on
violin and was accompanied by
Rebecca Turnbow on piano and
assisted by Rebecca Crittenden.
Wright sang two solos.
Assisting in the recital were
Ron Wright, sound technician;
Garry Cavitt, video; and Sue Darnell, pictures.
Students and guests not includ-

TIIFJSC d

fIJI

dl dCd

33c

Pottery

Open This Weekend Dec. 8th, 9th, 10th
Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 2-4

.S.dellLE
Just in time for Christmas!

Lake Hwy. 79 N., turn right at Trollinger's BRQ
and storage bldgs. On Lakeway Circle Paris, TN
1
/
3
4- 7! be, /twit'

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

9

verizanwireless

inc.

(Behind Hardee
.
, on Chestnut St.)

10 Months

6.80% $2500

4110

S2
100
mi nute
BONUS PROMOTION
1000 off peak minutes
FREE for 12 months
FREE
FREE
FREE
REE

Phone
Car Charger
Leather Case
Caller ID

vadable or ties one year senace agreement. Subject to credit check and approval Pee veli be
argeri for early termination of contract. Other restrictions may apply.

5.25%

6.00% $1000
6.00%

Dixieland Shopping Center

CELLTOUCH,

Sign up for Prepaid Cellular today
and receive 30 FREE MINUTES!!

5.75% $2500

24 Months

7
6
7

A.1.e1red Ago,.I

90-179
Days
180-364
Days

12-23
Months

_PPP" ytoze

$1000

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective Dec. 6, 2000.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Brian
Grazer and David E. Kelley will
be honored by the Producers Guild
of America.
Kelley, who produces awardwinning TV shows such as "Ally
McBeal" and "The Practice," will
be given the David Susskind Lifetime Achievement Award in Television.

I

19"

SALES
PRICE

1995

SALES
PRICE

Grazer, who has been nominated for 19 Academy Awards,
will receive the David 0. SeIznick
Lifetime Achievement Award in
Theatrical Motion Pictures.
The organization's 12th annual
Golden Laurel Awards will be held
March 3 in Beverly Hills, the guild
announced Wednesday.

Povich pledges to
replace lost items
FORT SHAWNEE, Ohio (AP)
— Maury Povich is promising to
replace a kitten and computer he
had given to an 8-year-old cancer
victim who lost the items in a
fire.
Ashleigh Lowe received the gifts
from the talk show host last month
while in New York to tape an
episode of the "The Maury Povich
Show."

The kitten was killed and the
Barbie computer destroyed in a
trailer fire Sunday.
"We will do it again with good
wishes and hopefully this will
make a little difference in what
she is going through," Povich said
Tuesday from his New York office.
Ashleigh, who has brain cancer, called Povich "a pretty nice
guy."

'Forrest Gump'director
Zemeckis to be honored
UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif.(AP)
— Academy Award-winning director Robert Zemeckis will receive
the American Cinema Editors'
filmmaker of the year award.
Zemeckis is best known for his
work on "Forrest Gump," which

g

10 KT Replica
Panda Rings
Got4246
Cl'I cold

Gallery hours are 10 a.m., to
4:30 p.m. Tuesday through Friday
and 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturdays. Admission to the gallery is
free. Partial funding has been provided by the KY Arts Council.

Holiywood producers
win guild awards

Vernon's Pawn Shop
Sr
All gold
chains, •
Asst. Colored
bracelets &
• earrings
Stone Cluster
1 RW4509
112 price•
10 CT Gold

He completed his doctoral studies in Art and Architectural History at Princeton University and
Rutgers in New Jersey. Watson is
an artist as well as a teacher of
art history.
"Impressions 2000" will remain
on view through Dec. 16 at the
Ice House Gallery, located at 120
N. Eighth St. (corner of North,
Eighth and North streets) in May. _

tai

phies for the previous recital were
as follows:
Whitney Wicker, first place,
Joshua Glass and Tyra Lokey, first
place and most practice; Heather
Collins, first place, Michael Belcher and James Cavitt, second place
and most practice; Jennifer Cavitt,
third place; Jordon Belcher and
Greg Wood, third place and mos
practice; McKaylon Wilson, fourth
place.
Another most practice award
went to Megan Jones, a new student. Other new students included Barbara Coleman, Courtney
Perry, Leroy Gaines and Jessica
Cook.
The next recital is planned for
•a
May 6, 2001.

THE IRON PLACE
Furniture

Best Botanical Award: Maryann
Huebschmann of Calvert City for
her watercolor, "The Courtyard."
Juror's award were presented
to Lana Copeland of Wingo, Teresa Bazzell of Kirksey, Lucille
Pittman of Clinton, and Diana Wicai
of New Concord.
Entries were judged by Ric Watson of Mayfield. Watson received
his bachelor's degree from the
University of Texas at Austin, and
hismaster's degree in art history
from Southern Methodist University in ,Dallas.

Ruby or Sapphire
Diamond
Pyramid Cluster

Ladies
Triple Row
Diamond Ring

LRW4035
10 CT Gold

LAD4021
10 CT Gold

995 '
49"

PRICE$3
SALE

SALE
PRICE

won the Oscar for best picture. He
has also directed "Contact," "Who
Framed Roger Rabbit," and the
"Back to the Future" trilogy._
The award, known as the Golden Eddie, honors those in the film
industry who have made "significant contributions to the advancement of motion pictures."
The group announced its selection for the award Wednesday..
Steven Spielberg will present the ,
award to Zemeckis on Feb. 25 in •
Beverly Hills. Past recipients:
include Spielberg, Martin Scors- 1
ese and Francis Ford Coppola. •

YOUNG ARTISTS
WIN PRIZES ET ENTERING
THE 2001 U.S. SAVINGS
BONDS NATIONAL
STUDENT POSTER CONTIIST
in a fun educahonal protect and a creel
way tor Ph Sill, and 6th grade stints to use

Rev talents and learn the benefits of saving

Diamond
Earrings

Plus they can win pnres including a $200 to
a $5.000 U S SaTigaBorelatrato
Wastunglon DC and school pores

-41154 • 05 CT Gold

IEABank

1/4 CT 4-Row
Pyramid
Diamond Band

SALE S19
9S
PRICE

For your copy of the contest rules yme

www.savinastionds.gov

Cultured
Pearl Earrings

Member FDIC

(

Main Office 5th & Main • North Banking Center 12th & Chestnut
South Banking Center. 12th & Story • Kroger Banking Center
Hazel. 445 Main St., Hazel
Phone: 767-BANK

al& `..4111

artiAILV t
1

To enter students must design a poster
mewing the contest theme -Reach tor the
Stars
Buy U S Sayings Bonds'The
conteSt *wens s Febniary 9, 2001

Gold

SALE $1
PRICE

713 S. 12th St. • Murray, Kentucky •(270) 753-7113

firs: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.• Sun. 1-6 p.m.

Contact your school or writs
Mellor* Sludent Poster Conant
&songs Bond Marketing Mot Room 309
Department of the Newry
wentington DC 20226

95

CSAVAGS
iJ.BONDS

re."1

A peek genic* et *Ms prbeletien
• Una,entence Sees FE Seeing. Finetts
Ire valued al NM iho tad estrus
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New Chinese pandas
arrive in America

VOLLEYBALL ANYONE...CCMS teacher Tom Greer teaches his
students basiq volleyball skills in physical education class.

New IUI),provides
better contraception
WASHINGTON (AP) — A contraceptive IUD that releases tiny
amounts of a hormone won Food
and Drug Administration approval
late Wednesday.
Called Mirena, the device prevents pregnancy for five years. It
has long been popular in Europe.
While the FDA called it just
another option for birth control,
some women's advocates call Mirena a more modem IUD that may
help re-ignite Americans' interest
in intrauterine devices.
IUDs sit in the uterus to block
conception. Worldwide, they are
the most popular birth control
device. But Americans were largely scared away from IUDs by the
Dalkon Shield, which was blamed
for painful infections, miscarriages
and some deaths before it was
banned in 1975.
Americans can already buy the
Paragard IUD, also known as a
"ciapper,T" IUD, which provides
10 years of birth control.
Mirena works through the traditional IUD design and by releasing tiny amounts of the hormone

levonorgestrel into the uterus. It's
about 99 percent effective at preventing pregnancy. but the ability
to become pregnant quickly returns
when Mirena is removed, said
manufacturer Berlex Laboratories.
The FDA cautioned that women
should not use Mirena if they have
a history of pelvic inflammatory
disease or a previous ectopic pregnancy. Nor does Mirena prevent
sexually transmitted diseases.
Berlex said other side effects.
include breast tenderness, nausea._
headaches and mood changes.
which generally disappear within
four months of the 1UD's insertion.
In the first few months after
Mirena's insertion, women may
experience bleeding 'between menstrual cycles — but after that,
many women's periods become
shorter and lighter or even disappear, something the FDA listed as
a side effect_ huLthat so e women
may call a benefit.
• Berlex
Mirena will begin
selling early next year but did not
disclose a price.

Lennon son estranged
LONDON (AP) — With the
20th anniversary of John Lennon's
death approaching, the pop legend's 37-year-old son has written
about the breakdown of their relationship.
A statement on Julian Lennon's
Web site — www.julianlennon.com
— says he lived with his father

Onassis BMW
up for sale on
auction site
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis' prized
BMW — up for sale on the Internet auction site eBay — has drawn
a high bid of $47,600.
The 1974 BMW Bavaria 3.05
was owned by Onassis when she
was married to Aristotle Onassis.
Jackie Onassis used the green sedan
to commute from her New York
apartment to her country estate in
New Jersey.
The owner of the car, who eBay
said wants to remain anonymous,
bought the car in 1992 and has
kept it in storage.
Bidding on the car — at
www.ebay.corn/promo/holiday/ultimate — started at $12,500 last
Friday and will close Monday.

for only a few years and, after
that, saw the ex-Beatle only a
"handful of times before he was
killed."
•
"Sadly, I never really knew the
man," the younger Lennon wrote.
Mark David Chapman fatally
shot John Lennon on Dec. 8. 1980.
outside the New York apartment
where Lennon lived with his second wife, Yoko Ono, and their
son Sean.

- WASHINGTON (AP) — It was
time for a change in the nation's
capital.
The old regime was fine —
although whispers of "dysfunctional" and "cantankerous" dogged
its final years — but sentiment
can go just so far, and then you
need new blood.
Welcome to Washington, Mei
Xiang and Tian-Tian, but know
this: It's a tough town, where
dynasties come and go in the wink
of one of your huge panda eyes.
The black and white creatures
— Mei Xiang, a 2-year-old female,
and Tian-Tian, a 3-year-old male
— arrived at the National Zoo on
Wednesday, and ZOO officials lost
no time in comparing them favorably with Hsing-Hsing, mourned
a mere year ago as an irreplaceable Beltway fixture.
"They'll be playful, rambunctious, they'll be climbing around,"
enthused spokesman Bob Hoage.
"People forget that Hsing-Hsing had
a lot of geriatric ailments in his
final years::
Indeed, the ghost of lisingHsing's less than perfect 20-year
courtship with Ling-Ling already
haunted expectations of the new
duo.
Ling-Ling spent her first decade
in captivity rejecting Hsing-Hsing's
advances, and the next decade
neglecting their five offspring into
premature deaths.
No wonder that on Wednesday
zoo officials seemed to cling to
every sign of possible romance. "They greeted each other!" exulted Hoage. "They sniffed each
other! They touched each other!"
"They're eating nose to nose,"
said Benjamin Beck. the zoo's
associate director.
A smooth I7-hour flight on a
specially equipped FedEx jet
dubbed "Panda One" and an easy
landing led to a decision to allow
them to lodge together immediately, instead of spending their
.first two nights in separate qUarters as originally planned.
"We've been examining their
feces for stress hormones," Beck
said, explaining perhaps a little
too much as scientists ofton do.
"From a professional point of view,
it's been a piece of cake."
Mating was just one expectation of the young pandas, who
were munching on bamboo in happy
oblivion of the career awaiting
them.
"Tian-Tian and Mei Xiang are
symbols of the international corn -
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mitment to conservation as well
as friendship between two countries," Beck said.
Panda One touched down at 3
p.m., and a special "Panda Team"
unloaded the pair. Hydraulic lifts
lowered specially designed cages
to a waiting truck.
Three different routes — all of
which were kept secret — were
mapped out to navigate the pandas safely through Washington's
rush-hour traffic.
The pandas will be at the National Zoo, an arm of the Smithsonian Institution, for at least 10 years.
The Chinese government lent the
pandas in exchange for a $10 million donation to promote panda conservation in China.
Only about 1,000 pandas remain
in the wild, mostly in western and
central China. Five other pandas
live in U.S. zoos — two in Atlanta
and three in San Diego.
Mei Xiang (pronounced maySHONG) and Tian-Tian (t-YEN tYEN) will occupy the same house
— with a $2 million renovation
— that was home to Ling-Ling
and Hsing-Hsing. They arrived in
1972 as gifts from the Chinese
government after President Nixon's
historic visit.
•
Hsing-Hsing was euthanized last
year at the age of 28 after a lingering illness. Ling-Ling died of
heart failure in 1993 at age 23.
A panda's average life span is 18
to 20 years in the wild and up to
30 years in captivity, according to
the World -Wildlife Fund.
The zoo does not keep attendance figures, but zoo officials
said attendance was down in the
last year, and suspect the loss of
the pandas played a role. They
expect Mei Xiang and Tian-Tian
will be natural draws.
- --"Big heads, big eyes, big foreheads — all of the stimuli given
off by the human infant," Beck
explained. "We're biologically programmed to be suckers for them."
The pandas will be in quarantine for about a month before
being put on public display in
January.

For all the
business news read
the Ledger & Times

PLANE GEOMETRY...Students in Heidi Heiss' math classes are
studying plane geometry.

Teen-age mother
charged with murder
NEW YORK (AP) - A teenage mother was charged with murder after she allegedly tossed her
newborn baby out of the window
of her boyfriend's apartment, police
said.
The baby was found naked in
a garbage-strewn alleyway behind
a New York City apartment building Wednesday by firefighters.
An autopsy determined that the
baby had been born alive and died
of blunt impact to the head, said
Ellen Borakove, spokeswoman for

the medical examiner's office.
Chavonda Dunkin, 17, was
scheduled to be arraigned Thursday on charges of second-degree
murder, Sgt. William Stiles said.
Dunkin's boyfriend lived in the
building, Stiles said. His identity
was not released and it had not
been determined if he played a
role in the baby's death.
Borakove said the baby weighed'
about 5 1/4 pounds, and was
believed to be full term
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A loving relationship cannot exist without communication. Research shows
that kids believe they have valuable things to say. When parents ask them and
listen genuinely, it helps build self-estee and confidence. Also it
demonstrates that you support their burgeoning
independence as well as their ability to make intelligent
decisions. The important thing to remember about drugs
is that it's not a five minute talk about sex. It's
a dialogue. As kids grow, they will need more
Communication is connection
information relevant to their exposure. In general,
During their teenage years, kids
are exposed to an ever widening
smoking
marijuana is harmful. The younger a kid is, the
variety of people and influences.
Know their friends as well as
more it may be. Research shows that people who smoke it
their friends' parents. Know
before age 15 are 7 times more likely to use other
your kids' routines and set
curfews. Tell your kids that you
drugs. It also shows that people who didn't smoke
love them. Praise them when
they do well, no matter how
marijuana by age 21 were more likely to never smoke it.
small the accomplishment Stay
connected,
For more information, call 800-432-9337. CHAMPIONS FOR
A DRUG FREE KENTUCKY
Illegal drugs are estimated to cost America over S110 billion each year in treatment, enforcement, incarceration and
social damage. But what else could you buy for $110 billion? Well, you could build 1,692 new hospitals. Or operate 632
universities. Or 3,667 national parks. You could hire 2,955,956 new high school teachers. Or you could put 758,620 new
buses on the road.
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Racer guard off team
•MSU senior
dismissed by
Judicial Board
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Ray Cunningham is no longer
a member of the Racer basketball
team.
That action was taken Wednesday following a ruling by the Murray State University Judicial Board
that upholds the suspension of the
Racer senior, according to MSU
athletics director E.W. Dennison.
Dennison said all indications
point to Cunningham's suspension
being upheld by the MSU athletic department.

"I don't want to comment on
anything until I see the official
report," Dennison explained Thursday morning. "But, as far as I'm
concerned, he will remain suspended."
Under terms of the board's suspension. Cunningham will remain
a student, but can only attend
classes and visit the school's library.
He cannot have any contact with
the MSU basketball team.
The 6-5 guard was suspended
twice by the MSU athletic department following two on-campus incidents in September, each involving a different female student..
Cunningham's first suspension
came following his arrest by the
MSU Public Safety Department.
At the time, three charges were

RAY CUNNINGHAM
filed against him involving the
first female - one of which has
since been dropped.
The Louisville nativeat out

the Racers' first three games - two
exhibitions and the season opener
- before returning to record two
points and two rebounds in 16
minutes during a win over Colorado Springs.
Cunningham also played in a loss
to Detroit last Saturday - scoring
10 points in 14 minutes of action
- before being suspended for a second time, stemming from additional charges.
During a court hearing on Nov.
27, Cunningham was indicted on
first-degree burglary and sexual
assault by a Calloway County grand
jury.
A second indictment included
charges of first-degree burglary
and attempted sexual assault against
the second female student.

Jamison, Bryant
score 51 apiece
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
Shortly before the final minutes
of their breathtaking, historic duel,
Kobe Bryant leaned over to Antawn
Jamison and winked.
-I'm not going to let you outshine me tonight," Bryant said.
The NBA scoring leader was
wrong — but not by much.
--TaMison scored 51 points for
the second time in four days and_
won a scintillating battle with
Bryant as the Golden State Warriors rallied in overtime fora 125122 victory over the Los Angeles
Lakers on Wednesday night.
Bryant also had a career-high
51 points, but Jamison matched
Bryant's every move. It was the
first NBA game in which two
players scored 50 points since Dec.
14, 1962, when Wilt Chamberlain
had 63 for the Warriors and Elgin
Baylor scored 50 for the Lakers:
"It seemed like the clock was
going in slow-motion," Jamison
said. "It seemed like we were throwing punches, and they came back

throwing punches.
was a great game to be -in.-It's one of those special moments
you're going to cherish for a while."
The final minutes of regulation
and overtime indeed resembled a
prizefight, with Jamison and Bryant
going toe-to-toe. With the Lakers
trailing in the final three minutes
of overtime, amison an
ryant
traded six straight high-pressure
scores as the Oakland Arena roared
with wild applause for both.
But the 'Lakers' Horace Grant
missed a layup with six seconds
left, and Jamison ripped the rebound
away from Bryant. After Bob Sura
made one free throw for Golden
State, Bryant's long 3-pointer at
the buzzer missed.
-It just hurts to lose," Bryant
said. "Forget the 50 points. It just
hurts to lose this type of ballgame."
Jamison, who went 21-of-29
from the field, scored 51 in a loss POINT(S) MAN.. Golden State's Antawn Jamison (above) and
at Seattle on Sunday night to set the Lakers' Kobe Bryant both scored 51 points in the Warhis career high.
riors' win over Los Angeles Wednesday night.
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UK's Daniels
turning heads
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
He may not have arrived with
the hoopla of Kentucky's other
freshman, but Erik Daniels is
proving to his teammates and
to the world that he's not intimidated by _the woM
big-time_
college basketball.
Daniels has played in five of
Kentucky's six games, missing
the season-opener against St.
John's while recovering from
preseason knee surgery. Since
then, he has made 87 percent
of his shots from the floor (20of-23), including four of six 3pointers, and 70 percent of his
shots from the foul line (21-of30) to average 13 points per
game and become the Wildcats'
second leading scorer behind
Keith Bogans.
Three times he's scored in double figures, including 19 points
in a blowout victory over Jacksonville State. He had eight
points, five rebounds and five
assists in Kentucky's surprising
93-76 victory over North Carolina
on Saturday, and followed that
up with a solid 14-point, fiverebound performance in Tuesday's victory over Eastern Kentucky.
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
still will not allow any of his
f eshmen to speak with the media
following practices or games.
But he- has no qualms telling
reporters what he thinks of the
lanky 6-foot-7, 200-pound swingman from Cincinnati's Princeton
High School.
"Erik Daniels has played
amazing," Smith said. -If he
keeps that up, he will make a
big difference in the team; he
has already. He's always versatile, he has good hands, he can
run, he's a good passer and he
is very coachable."
His teammates also have been
impressed.
"He's been a huge spark for
us," said point guard Saul Smith,

a

the team's lone senior. "He's
shown a lot of poise, and he's
always around the ball in one
way or another."
Daniels' quick start may have
been aided by his relative
anonymity compared to_ more
highly touted recruits like Jason
Parker, Cliff Hawkins and Gerald Fitch.
"I wouldn't say it is easier
for him," Saul Smith said. "But
it certainly makes him less uptight
because he isn't in the position
that Jason Parker is, where he
will be criticized every game.
It has panned out great for him
and the team."
POST PROBLEMS: Kentucky had a huge size advantage heading into Tuesday's game
with Eastern Kentucky.
So why did two of the Wildcats' three post players struggle
during the 94-79 victory?
"We have a real bad habit of
dribbling the ball," Tubby Smith
said of big men Marvin Stone
and Jason Parker, who combined
to score only seven points '
-on.
1-of-4 shooting from the field.
"It's just a matter of mental
preparation. We have to make sure
we're working with them, constantly drilling them. I don't know
how many times we brought the
ball down and (Eastern) sla - d
it away from us."
Smith benched the two for long
periods of Tuesday's game.
Parker, 6-8, committed seven
of UK's 29 turnovers -as he put
the ball on thelfroof while-Mak- ing moves to the basket. He did
not play the first 15 minutes of
the second half, and was seen
visibly upset and not paying attention to the action on the floor
on several occasions.
Stone, 6-10, was pulled from
the game at least three _times"
the first after being beaten long
on the press by Eastern Kentucky center Tim Volpenhein less
than three minutes into the game.

Free agents may cut ties with teams
By The Associated Press
Some of baseball's biggest names
could be cutting ties with their
longtime teams Thursday.
Tony Gwynn, who has spent
all 19 of his major league seasons with the San Diego Padres,
and Mark Grace, whose 13 major
league seasons are all with the
Chicago Cubs, were among more
than 100 free agents facing a deadline to re-sign.
Players not offered salary arbitration before midnight EST can't
re-sign with their former teams
until May 1.
On Wednesday, free-agent pitcher Andy Ashby signed with Los
Angeles, while pitcher Rick Reed

re-signed with the New York Mets.
While top stars like Alex
Rodriguez, Mike Hampton, Manny
Ramirez and Juan Gonzalez are
pretty much assured of being offered
arbitration, which extends the deadline to Jan. 8, David Cone and
Andres Galarraga were among those
being pressed for decisions by their
former teams.
"We've been haggling for three
weeks and we're right there,"
Gwynn said Wednesday night. "And
at the same time, we're not close.
It's really wacky. I haven't slept
in two nights trying to piece this
thing together."
Padres general manager Kevin
Towers planned to meet with

Gwynn's agent, John Boggs.
"All of us at the Padres are
hopeful and confident that come
noon, Tony will be a Padre for a
20th season," Towers said.
Galarraga's agent, Jim Bronner,
rejected Atlanta's latest offer, and
the Cubs didn't show any interest
in keeping Grace.
"I sense that it has been an
emotional time for him, flicking
back and forth from being a little bit sad about it to being a little bit mad about it," said Grace's
agent, Barry Axelrod.
Arizona is interested in Grace.
and Galarraga is interested in the
Chicago Cubs. The 39-year-old
first baseman missed the 1999 sea-

Heupel named AP
player of the year
NEW YORK (AP) — Whenever No. I Oklahoma needed him,
Josh Heupel came through.
Whether it was his pinpoint
passing against Texas, Kansas State
and Nebraska, or crucial thirddown dashes in a comeback win
at Texas A&M, Heupel made the
plays when it counted most.
"There comes a time in each
game when the quarterback usually has to make a play to put
your team in position to win,"
said Chuck Long. Oklahoma's quarterbacks coach. "Josh Heupel did
that."

Thursday with his client and representatives of the Seattle Mariners
and Chicago White Sox. Boras has
said it's possible Rodriguez could
agree to a new contract during
the winter meetings in Dallas, which
begin Friday.
Ramirez's agent, Jeff Moorad,
met Wednesday with representatives
of the Boston Red Sox. Ramirez
isn't likely to sign until after the
winter meetings.
As for Wednesday's deals, Ashby
wavered a day before accepting
the Dodgers' $22.5 million offer.
"I'm glad everything worked
out," said the 33-year-old righthander, 84-87 in his major league
career.

GOODBYE?...Tony Gwynn, a
longtime San Diego Padre,
is one of several free agents
who may have to switch
teams for the first time in
their careers.

Antley troubled before death
•Police reports
show jockey was
arrested twice

Florida State in the Orange Bowl
on Jan. 3.
Heupel, who spent a season at
Snow Junior College in Utah before
arriving at OU in 1999. received
30 of the 82 votes in the AP balloting. Florida State quarterback
Chris Weinke was second with 17
votes, and TCU running back
LaDainian Tomlinson was third
with 9. Purdue quarterback Drew
Brees was fourth with 8 votes;
Virginia Tech quarterback Michael
Vick was fifth with 5.

JOSH HEUPEL
Camp Foundation and The Sporting News, and, along with Weinke,
appears to be the favorite to win
the Heisman Trophy on Saturday
"I've always thought that hon- night.
ors like this are a reflection of
If the Sooners are enjoying this
On Thursday, Heupel won the the team," Heupel said. "I may, season, it's been an even longer
Associated Press' College Player he getting this honor, but without thrill ride for Heupel. The 6-footof the Year award in balloting by my teammates it wouldn't be pos- 2.210-pound son of a football coach
AP member newspapers. TV and sible.
started out at Weber State, where
radio stations.
"We've had a great year so far, he was redshirted in 1996 and
The left-hander from Aberdeen, but we have one game remaining. played just four games in '97. He
S.D.. completed 280 of 433 pass- Winning a national championship then enrolled at Snow JC and
es for 3.392 yards and 20 touch- would be the perfect ending to a threw for 2,308 yards and 28
downs in leading the Sooners (12- journey that no one even thought touchdowns.
0) to the Big 12 title and a chance we'd he taking."
When Stoops was hired at Oklato win the school's first national
Heupel has also won player of homa, he persuaded Heupel to
championship since 1985. They play the year awards from the Walter bring his passing talents to NorII

son because of cancer, but came
back to bat .302 with 28 homers
and 100 RBIs with the Braves.
"They made an offer, but it's
not something that he is going to
accept, and we've told them that,"
said his agent, Jim Bronner. "It
was very low."
Cone, 38 next season, went 414 with a 6.91 ERA for the New
York Yankees and pitched just
twice — in relief — in the postseason. Manager Joe Torre would
like him as the fifth starter in a
rotation that includes Roger
Clemens, Andy Pettitte, Orlando
Hernandez and Mike Mussina.
Rodriguez's agent, Scott Boras,
scheduled meetings in Miami on
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — A
pattern of troubling behavior preceded jockey Chris Antley's violent death, police reports show.
Antley was arrested twice on
drug and alcohol charges, and his
pregnant wife claimed he threatened her in the months before he
was found dead, the reports said.
The two-time Kentucky Derby
winner suffered from depression
and had problems with drugs and
alcohol, which were evident in the
reports that Pasadena police
released Wednesday at the request
of news organizations.
Antley, 34, was found dead in
his Pasadena home Saturday with
severe head trauma. An autopsy
conducted Tuesday was inconclusive, and further tests were expected to take 6-8 weeks.
Neither police nor the coroner
have further explained the type of
head trauma.
Cmdr. Mary Schander said police

continue to investigate the death
as a homicide while awaiting the
final autopsy results.
"We need to be sure from the
coroner's report that the death
would be deemed a homicide,"
Schander said Wednesday. "If it's
not a homicide, we would not pursue the investigation."
Antley's arrests occurred in July
and September, months after he
had stopped riding because he had
ballooned to 23 pounds over his
riding weight of 117 pounds.
Antley was arrested for possession of methamphetamine and
marijuana on Sept. 28, when his
wife could not reach him on the
phone from New Jersey and grew
worried. Natalie Antley, who is a
feature producer for ABC Sports,
lives on the East Coast.
Mrs. Antley, due to give birth
to the couple's first child in January, became so concerned that
she called Pasadena police and
asked them to check up on her
husband.
Officers arrived at Antley's home
in an upscale neighborhood near
the Rose Bowl and found him and
a house guest, 24-year-old limo-

thy W. Tyler Jr. Police also found
1.05 grams of methamphetamine,
3.60 grams of marijuana and equipment used in the manufacture of
methamphetamine, the report said.
Both men were arrested.
Antley told police that Tyler
had given him the drugs, the report
said.
Antley
wasn't
prosecuted
because of an "inadmissible search
and seizure," according to the Los
Angeles district attorney's office.
Tyler was charged with a misdemeanor related to his probation
from another drug case, the report
said.
Tyler was arrested Sunday on
three outstanding drug warrants.
Police have said he is not a suspect in Antley's death.
Antley told officers that he met
Tyler while trying to obtain marijuana and that he invited Tyler
to his home, the report said.
However, Antley said Tyler took
up residence in the house without
his consent, and police found the
manufacturing equipment in the
room that Tyler had occupied, the
report said.
4
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Kern earns OVC scholar award

SPORTS BRIEFS

Staff Report
her seasons at MSU, earning All-America PonMurray Ledger & Times
orable Mention honors in 199g. She also picked
BRENTWOOD, Tenn.- Murray State sen- up All-America Second, Team accolades in the
kir Crystal Kern of the Racer rifle teani was '1999 smallbore coMpetition.
among six student-athletes named Ohio Valley
Kern was named OVC Most Valuable ShootConference Scholar-Athletes for the 2000-01 er for winning the 1999 OVC air rifle comschool year, as announced Wednesday by the petition and was named to the 2000 All-OVC
league office.
smallbore team. She has helped the Racers to
The prestigious award is the honor that can three conference titles.
be earned by OVC student-athletes and is
In the classroom, Kern has achieved a 3.50
given annually to three men and women sen- grade-point average while participating in the
ior athletes for their accomplishments in the pre-veterinary program. she is a two-time
classroom and the athletic arena as well as member of the OVC Commissioner's Honor
for their leadership qualities.
Roll and earned the National Rifle AssociaKern, a native of Laramie, Wyo., is a three- tion Academic Award in 1999.
year letterwinner for the nationally-ranked MSU
Kern is a volunteer at the Breathitt Diagrifle team and is regarded as one of the top nostic Center and has helped give free physshooters in the nation.
icals to pets in the community each year. She
She has qualified for the NCAA Individual is a member of the Animal Health TechnoloAir Rifle Championships during all three of gy/Pre-Veterinary Club and has helped 4-H

Jr. Lady Lakers crush Fulton County 55-1
HICKMAN, Ky. - The Calloway County Middle School girls basketball
team annihilated Fulton County Monday, shutting out the Jr Lady Pilots from
the field and forcing 41 turnovers in a 55-1 victory
The Jr. Lady Lakers were paced by Ashley Clere's 10 points and five
rebounds, while Kelly Taylor added eight points and Brittany Collins registered
seven points, five rebounds and five steals. Whitney Hendon scored seven
points, Carrie Radke pitched in with six points and five steals and Haley
Wyatt tossed in six points of her own.
CCMS returns to action Friday versus Graves County in Mayfield, beginning with the seventh-grade girls' game at 5 p.m and the eighth-grade girls'
and boys' contests to follow.

Northside hands Eastwood first loss 51-47
MAYFIELD, Ky. - The Eastwood Christian Academy boys basketball team
suffered its first defeat of the season Tuesday as the Warriors (5-1) fell 5147 to Northside.
Clint Stewart led ECA with 18 points, nine rebounds, four assists and
three steals while Justin West provided 17 points, eight rebounds, three
assists and five steals and Casey Spear recorded a double-double with 10
points and 11 rebounds.
Trent Cornwell added two points, four rebounds, five assists and five
steals while Kris Andrus delivered two points and three boards for the Warriors, who visit Anchored Christian Friday at 6 p.m. in Bowling Green.

By The Associated Press
Newcomers Marcus Taylor and
Zach Randolph made sure the
Michigan State-Florida sequel
matched the original.
Taylor and Randolph were not
a part of the NCAA tournament
final between the Spartans and the
Gators, but the Michigan State
freshmen flourished in Wednesday
night's rematch, combining for 42
points as No. 2 Michigan beat No.
8 Florida 99-83.
Randolph scored 27 points on
10-of-I3 shooting and grabbed
seven rebounds, and Taylor had
15 points and seven assists as the
Spartans extended the nation's
longest winning streak to 17 games.
It was their 34th consecutive victory at the Breslin Center, which
trails only Utah's run of 54 wins
in a row at home.
"They were phenomenal," said
Michigan State's Charlie Bell, who
scored 20 points. "They really
came out and showed why they
were McDonald All-Americans and
why they were two of the top

Sponsored By:

Van Haverstock

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Murray Lady Tigers (2-1) .
Avg.
Pts.
G
Ashley Tripp
170
51
3
9.7
Ashley Hood
3
29
Page Adlich
7.3
3
22
6.7
Delanda Olive
3
20
Chelsee Thompson
5.0
15
3
Whitney Alexander
10
5.0
2
Sherrie Sexton
2.7
8
3
4
Carley Faughn
2.0
2
Kayla Olive
2
10
2
1.0
Lauren_ Owens
2
2
Lisa Thurman
1
1
10
Allysia Hood
1
2
05
Allison Cross
0
2
00
Team
165
3
55.0
Opponents
3
111
37.0
Calloway Co. Lady Lakers (2-2)
G
Avg.
Pts.
4
Jena Thomas
150
60
Whitney Ragsdale
11.5
46
4
4
Raegan Morton
27
6.8
Felicia Prescott
4
4.3
17
Brittany Lamb
1
4
4.0
4
Carlie Williams
10
2.5
Kacee Stonecipher
4
5
1.3
Katie Ross
4
4
1.0
Ashley Chadwick
3
0
0.0
Tiffany Cunningham
3
0
. 0.0
Meagan Rogers
3
0
0.0
Brittany McCuiston
2
00
0
Heather Macha
1
00
0
Team
4
173
43.3
Opponents
4
178
44.5

Calloway Co. Lakers (1-1, 2-0 district)
Pts.
Avg.
Mitchell McClure
45
2
22.5
Derek McCallum
2
11.0
22
Brady Harris
2
19
9.5

Jay Boggess
Todd Sexton
Clay Lamb

15
10
8
5
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7.5
5.0
4.0
2.5
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2
128
2
108
Murray Tigers (2-2)
Pts.
Daryl Cole
4
-70
Kwen Trice
4
68
4
Anthony Cogdell
33
4
Matt Kelleher
32
Tom Masthay
4
30
Adam French
4
16
Blake Rayburn
4
15
1
Josh Garland
0
Team
264
4
Opponents
4
256

64.0
54.0

Patrick Greer
Jimmy Bynum
Trent Travis
Terry Adams
Seth Barrow
Tyler Boggess
Roger Jones
Kelly Overbey

Logan Walker
Josh Young

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Team
Opponents

[SCHEDULE

recruits in the country. We're glad
to have them."
Florida coach Billy Donovan,
whose Gators lost 89-76 in the
title game, praised Taylor and Randolph.
"Both of their freshmen were
phenomenal," Donovan conceded.
The Michigan State-Florida
rematch marked the 16th time that
NCAA Tournament finalists met
the following season. The defending national champions are 11-5
in such games.
In other games Wednesday night
involving Top 25 teams, it was
No. 9 Illinois 85, Wisconsin-Milwaukee 44; No. 16 Virginia 90,
Ohio 71; No. 17 Wisconsin 61,
Wisconsin-Green Bay 53; No. 19
Maryland 107, Stony Brook 59;
and Utah St. 58, No. 22 Utah 57.
The Spartans' victory Wednesday night prompted Bell to make
some bold statements.
"If you look at all the guys
top to bottom, everybody is better at each position." Bell said.
"Marcus and Zach are going to

MARCUS TAYLOR
help us out a lot. If we get them
to play like that every night, there's
no doubt in my mind we can win
the national championship."
Michigan State solved Florida's
press and went on to shoot 55.4
percent and outrebound the Gators
37-26.
"It's hard to complain about
how we played because 1 think
we did a lot of things well," Michi-

gan State coach Tom Izzo said.
Donovan measured his words,
but didn't discount the possibility
of back-to-back titles for Michigan State.
"They're not nearly as good as
they were in April," Donovan said.
"But they have the potential to
be better than they were in April:"
Brent Wright led the Gators
with 18 points. Teddy Dupay and
Matt Bonner each scored 17.
No. 17 Wisconsin 61,
Wis.-Green Bay 53
Roy Boone scored 15 points as
Wisconsin beat Wisconsin-Green
Bay in what became a tribute :to
Dick Bennett's coaching legacy.
The Badgers (4-1), the first Big
Ten team to play in Brown County Arena since Northwestern 14
years ago, improved to 2-0 under
acting coach Brad Soderberg, who
replaced Bennett last week.
The game was supposed to mark
the return of Bennett, 57, to Wisconsin-Green Bay. Bennett retired
last week, just three games into
his sixth season at Wisconsin.

Avg.

17.5

Nelson -has cancer

17.0

8.3
8.0
7.5
4.0
3.8
0.0
66.0
64.0

Cardinal football
players arrested
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Hours after basking in applause
for a championship season, five
Louisville football players were
arrested early Wednesday following a fraternity party fight at a
night spot.
One player, Justin Thomas, was
charged with a felony for allegedly assaulting an off-duty police
officer summoned to help break
up the fight. said Louisville police
spokesman Bill Keeling. Thomas
also faced misdemeanor charges.
The other four players were
charged with misdemeanors, Keeling said. Xavier Burrell, a onetime Louisville football player, also
was arrested.
The other players arrested were
B.J. Steele, 19; Jason Hilliard, 19;
Michael Brown, 20; and Antoine
Sims, 20, Keeling said.
Brown, a sophomore starting
linebacker and a Conference USA
all-freshman selection a year ago,
was among the team's leading
tacklers this season. The other four
are backup players.
The fight broke out about 1:30
a.m. EST at a club in the base-

Club members wijh their shooting skills in
the summer.
She is the third MSU rifler to win the
-OVC •Scholar-Athlete award,. following Pat
Spurgin (1986-87) and Deena Wigger (198990), each of whom competed in the Olympics.
Previous OVC Scholar-Athletes from Murray State include: Mats Ljungman (1982-83),
Brad Taylor (1982-83), Kerry Spurgin (198184). Steve Conley (1984-85), Jay Connell
(1986-87), Dan McNamara (1988-89), Eric
Crigler (1989-90), Reggie Kennedy (199041),
John Ackerman (1991-92), Chris Wilson (10293), Reid Huber (1993-94). Michael Go‘4ett
(1994-95), Pontius Hiort (1995-96), Rob Wart
(1997-98), Michael Turner (1999-2000), Jennifer Oberhausen (1981-82), Lori Barrett(14384), Kay Holt (1985-86), Lee Ann Allen (14)91), Julie Pinson (1991-92), Jill Doty (l94/93) and Rebecca Burnett (1993-94).
•

Spartans win Florida rematch

SCOREBOARD
Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
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ment of Jillian's bar, Keeling said.
Six uniformed off-duty police officers and at least 12 on-duty officers responded to stop the fight,
he said.
Hours earlier, the Louisville football team gathered at Freedom
Hall to be honored at halftime of
the Georgetown-Louisville men's
basketball game.
The 22nd-ranked football Cardinals (9-2) won their first Conference USA championship and
will play Colorado State in the
Liberty Bowl on Dec. 29.

DALLAS (AP)- Dallas Mavericks coach Don Nelson, while
not putting off treatment for prostate
cancer, still has optimistic plans
for late April.
"The sooner I make a decision,
the sooner I'll be back," Nelson
said Wednesday. "I definitely want
to be back for the playoffs."
It appears likely that Nelson
will miss some games, but the
extent of any absence will be
determined by what treatment he
pursues. His options include surgery and radiation.
"The certain thing is we are
not going to wait around a long
time," Nelson said. "We are going
to do something as soon as possible. I'm not one to sit around
and not get things done. I don't
think you fool around with cancer."
The coach met with his doctor
Wednesday to discuss the discovery. Nelson said the cancer was
detected early and hasn't spread.
"It's pretty well isolated, and
there's a lot of positives really

The Cold
s ComingHave Your Tires Checked Now.
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excellent Warranties

*Free Balancing With
Tire Purchase

Warehouse Tire

with this early detection to give
me a good opportunity to continue on," Nelson said.
If Nelson has surgery similar
to what New York Yankees manager Joe Torre underwent, the recovery time could be up to two
months. Nelson said he planned
to seek a second doctor's opinion
and also hoped to talk with Torre.

Holiday
Cash
We Can Help

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
l'am Dial, Manager
1304 A Che,ttiut SI.• Murray. Ki 42071
Located in DiNieland ("enter • Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m..5:00 p.m.
270i759-03 I • Fax 12701759-8731
***.heig hisfinance.corn

••• HOW FAST WOULD YOU LIKE TO GET
YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPING DONE?

Nti
Accepted

rlCoOper
TIRES

400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111
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TODAY
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
• Carlisle County vs. Murray
MHS Gym - 6 p.m.
• Honeywell Tournament:
Calloway vs. W. Frankfort all.)
Metropolis, Ill. - 6:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
• Tennessee St. vs Murray St
RSEC - 7 p.m.
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• Carlisle County vs. Murray
MHS Gym - 7:30 p.m.
FR I DAY
MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Murray State vs. UAB
Birmingham, Ala. - 7:30 p.m.
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• Ft. Walton (Fla.) vs. Murray
MHS Gym - 7:30 p.m.
• Calloway vs. Caldwell Co.
Princeton, Ky. - 7:30 p.m.
QUILS BASKETBALL
• Murray vs. Hickman County
Clinton, Ky. - 7:30 p.m.

HOW 'BOUT THIS FAST?
Serving Mexican Food and
Deli Sandwiches

Sure you can

spend hour after hour in your local mall desperately searching for that perfect gift But why'?
With high-speed cable Internet access you can do all of your holiday shopping, as well many other things
all from the comfort of your own home

Book your.Christmas
Party EARLY!
Now Taking Reservations

When you add a cable modem to your existing phone line, high speed downloads are lust the beginning II you ever
have a problem, our live tech support staff are always available So sign up now for high-speed cable Internet access
It's so fast WM literally blow you away.

• Unlimited Access

Gift Certificates Available

• AOL made even faster

CIVIL MillUSIC

• Simple to use

CALL NOW
to experience
high-speed
cable
Internet access!

Charter

Pipeline

Every Saturday Night at 9:30
Located on 641 S.
Puryear,TN
(901) 247-5798

11:00 a.m.-11:00

p.m.

Bar Hours
11:00 a.m.-Midnight

High-Speed Cable Internet Access What are von wailing MO'M 1-871-359-0476
***1061***is,ell*,ftelnewe's ire *Won* wry - is c.** milawles****.or •41.-..res opre•wo••• ••••• is, Inwelmo ro***11*.0111011* **1**111*** amp op* OWN,emealle
.
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County natives earn degrees

GOING TO STATE: CCMS students Ashley Bogard, Whitney Hendon, Emily Lasater and Cassie
Fischer demonstrate their showcase, "E-pals Down Under" at the Regional Technology
Showcase sponsored by the Region 1 Service Center and held at Murray State's Curris Center.

Calloway students claim
technology learning awards
Murray State University's Curris Center was the setting for a
recent regional Technology Showcase sponsored by the Region 1
Service Center.
According to Region 1 DTC,
Alessa Walker, over 25 schools
participated. The Technology Showcase is a chance for area Student
Technology Leadership Program
(STLP's) members to demonstrate
how they, are using technology in
their schools to enhance the curriculum.
Winners of the regional showcase are invited to attend the state
showcase that is displayed during
the statewide Teaching and Learning Conference held in Louisville
during the first week in March.
According to Calloway's DTC,
Susan Taylor, "I am very proud
of the variety and caliber of our
student entries in the Showcase
this year. Our students are using
technology in all schools to gain
skills and knowledge that will help
prepare them for a productive and
successful future".
Among the winners were studeffis-TFoiti CallowaY-County Middle School and Calloway County
High School. CCMS students, Ryan
Stanger, Ashley Bogard, Mason
Thomas, Whitney Hendon, Emily
Lasater, Cassie Fischer, Ryan Walls,
Nancy Robertson, and Jeremy
Haley, demonstrated their "Down
Under with E-Pals Project."
Students in Kristi Walker's math
class used the E-pals site on the
Internet to connect with a school
in Hawthorndene, Australia. The
interaction with the teens from
Australia exposed out'students to

core content skills and concepts
tested on CATS. Walker taught the
students a unit on data collection
and statistics and then the students used computers to chart findings and create graphs. The students then created multi-media presentations to present their findings.
Since the students were working on this unit during the Olympics,
they e-mailed Katie Couric on the
Today Show and she read their
question on air and Channel Six's
Erin Green did a feature story on
the project. The media specialist
and STLP sponsor for the middle
school is Vickie Ragsdale. She
collaborated with Walker on the
project and helped the students
prepare for the showcase.
Two other winners from CCHS
include Teresa Dycus and Audra
Todd. Both girls will be going to
the state conference as conference
associates. Their jobs will be to
assist in helping participants get
the most out of the conference.
The conference associates are
chosen through an interview
process. Dycus, who recently participated
in
the
CCHS
Business/Industry Senior Interview
Day, credited the skills she learned
from that experience as being helpful in preparing her for her showcase interview. CCHS has other
showcases including the Cyber Surfan, the new Calloway County
Web Page, Generation Y and the
new Nortel Networking Class.
The STLP sponsor for the high
school is Steve May and the School
Technology Coordinator is Melissa Spiceland.

East Elementary students also
claimed honors much to sponsor
Debbie Ernstberger's delight. East
Elementary fifth grade students
presented a showcase on "If' poems
and presentations on "The Road
to East" and "Our Government's
Branches" in which they used technology and software applications
to create and display their projects.
Austin Dodd and Keeley Condet's presentation, "If I Were A
Violin" was chosen as one of only
six to proceed to the state level.
Another winner from East Elementary was Jamie Hutson.
She was chosen as a state cyberreporter. Cyber-reporters, spent the
•and collecting
day taking pictufftr
information on the showcase. Both
East and Southwest had students
who worked as cyber-reporters.
Southwest students also presented
two presentations titled "Veterans
Day." Their STLP sponsor is Kay
Greer.

$49.95
$119.95

otir

Holiday Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

dency as he awaits a court resolution of election challenges.
Asked if his father had given
him any advice, Bush said: "Take
care of your hips."

the

$299.95

Other Sales On Taylor Made, Cobra,
Mizuno, Odyssey, Adams. Alien and many more!

Gourmet Foods •Sweet Treats• Popcorn & Nuts
Coffees & Teas• Soaps & Candles & More!

VASKFC CASE

Open Saturdays Dec. 9. Dec. 23 • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Southside Shopping Center • Murray, KY 42071
615-1 South 12th Street

406 SOUTH 12TH ST.• MURRAY • 753-0300
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MR. POSTMAN
You may take
a picture or get a
Polaroid Photo for
$5.00.
HE WILL ONLY
BE WITH US
UNTIL 2:00

•Ping Leg Stand Bags
•Tour Edge Full Sets
with Bag

Chodsefrom...

99 CHEVY SILVERADO LT

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

IF YOU OR A MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY
(LIVING OR DECEASED), HAD AN AORTIC
ANEURYSM REPAIRED WITH A STENT GRAFT
SINCE 1996, HERSH & HERSH,A CALIFORNIA
CONSUMER LAW FIRM WITH AN EMPHASIS IN
MATTERS INVOLVING DEFECTIVE MEDICAL
DEVICES, MAY HAVE IMPORTANT
INFORMATION FOR YOU.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-866-441-5544
VISIT US AT WWW.HERSHLAW.COM

DON'T WAIT...
ORDER NOW
AND AVOID THE RUSH!
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Dec. 9th
12:00 - 2:00

AORTIC ANEURYSM STENT GRAFT
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Here Comes...
Santa Claus

Peter F. O'Rourke, Shevonne
Tonielle Oliver, Brenda Lilienthal
Owen, Woo-Chul Park, Dianna L.
Perkins, Letitia Jo Phillippe, Susan
Elaine Potts, Karen Elizabeth
Record, Summer Anne Roberson,
Sarah Christi Roberts, LaShanna
Robinson, Mark D. Robinson II,
Deborah K. Rudolph, Michelle
Brooks Schwettman, P. Craig
Schwettman, Erin M. Schyck,
Rayon Christopher Shephard,James
Timothy Solley, Daniel Edward St.
Martin, Kacey Buchanan Stafford,
Kimberly Michelle Stalls, Lisa
Gail Stanley. John David Thomp-

son, Joey Tidwell, P.J. Chadwick
Turner, Kurt Alan Umbarger, Naoko
Umekawa, Amelia Cansler Whitaker, Jennifer Linette Wilson, Julie
Marie Wolfe, Leigh Ann Yates,
Anna Yingru Zou.
Master's degrees: Jeffrey Scott
Adcock, Abdalaziz H. Aldaihani,
Otis Glenn Allen, Massar M.Almassar, Sandra Ballard Anderson, Mary
.14ne Bright, Hoi Shu Chan, Ng
Ching Han Christine, Melissa Ann
Cornwell,
Sherry Lee Snyder Crittendon,
Amy Rebecca Drews, Jennifer Martin English, Melinda Gayle Estes,
Chan Yat Fai, Siu Sum Simpson
Fan, Rhonda Denise Gates, Gre.:
gory Owen Gierhart,
Jennifer R. Hamilton, Marcie
Willett Hays, Chad Warren Heilig,
David G. Hood, Tso Hong Wing
Ivan, Heather Dyan Fletcher Jones,
Lawrence Luk Lung Kook, Stacey:.
M. Lawson, Steven Michael Law-son,
Je--Chol Lee, Chad Eric Lewis,
Gena Maley, Riza Dwiputrant0
Marjadi, Laura Suzanne McCorkle;
Steven L. McCuiston, Scott E
Metzinger, Kathryn Lorene Miller.,
John Warren Nix, Lisa Michele
Robinson, Taminara Soesono, Cart
los Andres Stolzenbach, Same,
V. Taylor,
Andrei Y. Tonka, Meng-Huai
Tsai, Ka Wai Wang,Shelly J. Weatherford, Stacy Liggett Wortham. :

Enjoy Big Holiday Savings

411110111111141

-1-4)
-

Allyson Lorraine Taylor Green,
Laura B. Hall, Michael Dean Hamlin, Beverly ,Bloodworth Ham
monds, Renardo Tyrone Hampton,
Joycelyn Beth Hardin, Elizabeth
Harrington Harper,
Angela Lane Hasty, Shirley
Wicker Hendrix, Kevin S. Henson, Kathleen K. Hopper, Kwang
Hee Hwang, Maria Dawn Jennings, Millicent e. Kadner, Taechol Kim, Brett Jared Knotts,
Myungno Ko, Dorothy Ellen Kraemer, Sherry L. Lamb,James Lampe,
Jan Fredrick Lanner, Daniel Chad
Leatherwood, Si Aw Lee,Tyran Ann
Lokey, Mark Anthony Manners,
Vicky Lynn Marsh, Craig A.
McCall, Christina Ann Buchanan
McCallister, Shawna T. Mohler,
Michael Stephen Moode, Polina
G. Morozova,

'Tee CA 3 a 13cogain!

Elder Bush recovers
AUSTIN,Texas(AP) — Former
President Bush was in good spirits
as he recovers from hip surgery, his
oldest son, Texas Gov. George W.
Bush. said Wednesday.
"He can't run any laps yet, but
he's doing well," Bush said after
speaking with his father by phone.
The elder Bush had his left hip replaced Tuesday at the Mayoklinic
in Rochester, Minn.
Bush talked to his father on
Tuesday after the operation and
again Wednesday, and said his spirits "were high."
"He sounded great. He wanted
me to brief him on everything I
knew." Bush said.
Bush is preparing for a presi-

information
According
to
released from the Admissions and
Registrars office, 739 students have
a-ppTied for degrees from Murray
State University at the close of
the 2000 fall semester.
Representing 24 states and seven
foreign countries, a total of 14
students have applied for associate degrees, 546 for bachelor's
degrees and .179 for graduate
degrees.
December 2000 Commencement
will be held in the Regional Special Events Center Dec. 9, at 10
a.m. Graduates from the Summer
2000 sessions are invited to return
to campus and participate in this
event with December graduates.
The following individuals from
Calloway County are among the
most recent Murray State graduates.
Angel Darlene Fairbanks, Specialist in Education;
Associate's degrees: Joanne
Luciana Farley, Steven Wayne Hale,
Hikary Dawn Lyons, Eric McKee,
Philip Edward Monroe.
Bachelor's degrees: Muhammad
A. Al-Mumen, Khaldon Al-Soliman, Heather L. Allen, Elise Anderson, Sharion A. Bailey, Heather
Bolton Bell, Justin Ian Bivins,
Christopher Clay Bolin, Teresa L.
Briggs, Carta Aesha Brown-Johnson, Jennifer Leigh Broyles,
Stephanie Lynn Burkeen, Lance
Dee Cherry, Wendy Delayne Chinn,
Audrey M.Clark, Kelli Denise Covington, Libby Jo Cox, Deanna D.
Davenport, Travis Deputy,
Patricia Devinney, Cherishe
Marie Diehl, Katherine Ann Donovan, Come Ann Dombusch, Samah
Elbannan, William Benjamin English, Michael R. Enoch, Christopher L. Fletcher, Donald Craig
Fortenbery, Toni Renee Foy, Molly
G. Franklin, Ashley Burton Freemail, Jon Terryl Futrell, Heather
Lynn Gillum, Melissa Kaye Graves.
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Plan could restrict bikes, skates

Calloway County High School seniors collected money from
area businesses for a Thanksgiving Basket Give-away. Proceeds will be used for the Senior Class Prom/Granduation
Fund. Pictured left to right are (front row) Chase Wallace,
Melissa Richardson, Marion Rogers and Ryan Rogers; (back
row, from left): Raegan Morton, Jena Thomas and Amanda
Carter.

Ethics questions end
president's tenure
in Cincinnati for Zimmerman, who
could not be reached for comment
Wednesday. Inquiries to the college were referred to Kenneth
Ehrlich, dean of the Cincinnati
campus, who was not immediately available.
,At, least one complaint was
made about two weeks ago to the
Central Conference of American
pended from the rabbinate for at Rabbis, the New York-based proleast two years.
fessional organization for Reform
The college board accepted the rabbis ordained by Hebrew Union
resignation on Monday and appoint- presidents.
ed Provost Norman J. Cohen as
The alleged relationships, which
acting president.
would violate the conference's
"We are profoundly saddened ethics rules, preceded Zimmerby this development and sorry for man's arrival at Hebrew Union,
all the individuals involved." Bur- college spokeswoman Jean Bloch
ton Lehman, chairman of the col- Rosensaft said.
lege's board of governors, said in _ Zimmerman, an nth-generation
a statement."Rabbi Zimmerman has family rabbi, was ordained at
been a dedicated and able leader." Hebrew Union's New York camRabbi Eric Yoffie, president of pus in 1970. He served previousthe United American Hebrew Con- ly as senior rabbi at Temple Emanugregations, told The Dallas Morn- El in Dallas and, before that, Cening News that Zimmerman did not tral Synagogue in New York. He
contest the charges.
was conference president from 1993
There was no telephone listing to 1995.

CINCINNATI (AP) — The
leader of Reform Judaism's central seminary resigned after accusations that he had past relationships with women that violated
ethics rules.
Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman, 58,
president of ,Hebrew _Union_ Col,
lege since 1996. was also sus-

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — The
Bureau of Land Management has
unveiled a plan for off-road vehicles in the West that could subject mountain bikes and in-line
skates to the same restrictions as
motorized all-terrain vehicles.
Although the plan does not itself
limit vehicle use on the 264 million acres of BLM land in the
West, it lays the groundwork for
managers to do so if they believe
it is necessary to protect wildlife
and the environment.
"We're not saying you have to
close areas to this kind of use,
but we are saying if you have
problems or conflicts in some
places, you should probably con-

sider being a little more restrictive," said Scott Florence, a BLM
manager in Oregon.
The popularity of all-terrain
vehicles such as motorbikes and
dune buggies has increased dramatically in recent years, leading
to concerns about their impact on
the environment. Americans buy
an average of 1,500 new off-highway vehicles each day, according
to the BLM.
The strategy, released Monday,
will not close any roads or trails
but will make off-road vehicle
rules more consistent across the
West, officials said.
Bicycle enthusiasts criticized the
agency for its definition of off-

road vehicles, which includes
mountain bikes, in-line skates and
other nonmotorized vehicles.
Don Vardarnis of the International Mountain Bicycling Association said it's unfair to suggest
such bicycles can cause the same
kind of damage as gas-driven vehicles.
"We would encourage the BLM
to handle those two categories separately and not lump them together because the impacts and conflicts of the two are very different," he said. "Some of the best
mountain-bike riding in the country is on BLM land, and it can
be done responsibly."
The proposal also would boost

entorcement of oft-road vehicle
rules and orders BLM staff to consider limiting vehicle use on all
threatened and endangered species
habitat.
But Katie Fite of the environmental group Committee for Idaho's
High Desert said the plan doesn't
go far enough in protecting the environment and regulating off-road
vehicles.
"Rare-species habitat (in Idaho)
is being torn to shreds by ORVs
under BLM's current lack of management," Fite said.
The proposal is open to public
comment through Jan. 3, and the
agency will issue its final plan on
Jan. 19.

Youngster accused of911 prank calls
COLUMBIA, Tenn. (AP) — A
9-year-old boy faces a juvenile
charge for allegedly making 91
phone calls to 911 in a single
night, tying up emergency phone
lines for more than six hours.
The boy, whose name was not
released, was charged with delin-

quency through telephone harassment.
The calls to the Maury County E-911 system in Columbia, about
40 miles south of Nashville. started in late afternoon Saturday, keeping one dispatcher busy most of

the evening, said director Freddie
Rich.
"Sometimes there would be dead
air, or he'd burp in the phone, or
holler or say he wanted to order
a pizza. Got to be a major nuisance," Rich said. "Here it was,
the busiest time of our busiest

night, 4nd this kid is just playing
with a cell phone."
Investigators tracked the calls
through telephone company records.
They said the boy's mother told
them her son had been playing
with the phone all day.

WALL TO WALL - SELL OM

3VIALSILE1111ANC!NG
with $499 Purchase and Approved Credit!

On...
Sofas
Sofa Sleepers
Love Seats
edar Chests
Recliners
ivel Rockers
Gliders

Amish man jailed for reflector
He was jailed Tuesday after a
county judge found him in contempt for not paying $119 from
an April 15 citation.
In deference to his beliefs,
Swartzentruber will be allowed to
we a blue shirt and pants instead
of the usual bright-orange cover22, alls, deputy warden John Prebish
Swartzentruber,
Jonas
belongs to the 11 -family Swartzen- told the Johnstown Tribune-Demotruber order, which says the Bible crat.
prohibits brightly colored belongMany Amish in Pennsylvania
ings.
display the triangles without protest.

EBENSBURG, Pa. (AP) — An
Amish man chose to spend three
days in jail rather than pay a fine
for refusing to put an orange "slowmoving vehicle" triangle on his
buggy because he said the sign
violates his religious beliefs.

America's Paradise Resort'
In town on business or need a weekend getaway?
Save Money. Better than a Motel. Lakefront
Condo, fireplace, cable, large equipped kitchen.
$350/week or $99/Night Fri., Sat. & Holidays
$69/flight Sun. thru Thurs. • 2 Night Minimum

(270)436-2767 Limited Time Offer
www.arnericasparadiseresort.com

HS9

fEà

ment
ers
End Tables/Cocktail
Tables
Lamps
Wood Rockers
Bedroom Suites
Mattresses
Dining Sets
Chinas
Barstools
Pub Tables
Bunkbeds
Daybeds
Futons

MANDATORY...PUBL1C!!!

LIQUIDATION • CASH OR CREDIT
HUGE
PRICE
_CUTS!

llinq Hills
ur

Thousands and thousands of dollars worth of fine furniture, must and will
be sold at whatever purchase price is available, in order to constitute the
new merchandising program. This must be done in a matter of days.
Nothing held back, furniture at the price you have always wanted, at the
price you want to pay. Seeing is believing, bring your trucks and trailers,
haul away our savings! Brave the crowds, be near the doors when they open.

LIQUIDATION
EVERYTHING
GOES!/

LOW PAYMENT WITH 3 YEARS FREE FINANCING!
Purchase '500 Purchase '1000 Purchase '2000 Purchase '3000 Purchase '4000 Purchase '5000
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Pay Only
Only
Pay
Only
Pay
Only
Pay
Pay Only
Pay Only

$2778 $5556 $8333 $111 g $13889

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

Per Month

Per Month

Per Month

Per Month

Per Month

Per Month

WE CARRY HIGH QUALITY NAME BRAND FURNITURE AT LOW, LOW, DISCOUNT PRICES

*Fresh
Wreaths

The Christmas Place
* •Poinsettias *

Roping

• Cut Christmas Trees

*Silk
Wreaths
Slimline
Christmas
Trees

Frazer Fir, Scotch Pine
*
Virginia Pine
*

• Live Christmas Trees
White Pine, Norway Spruce,
Colorado Blue Spruce
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Open Sunday 1-4

It's simple, pick out all the furniture you want and divide by 36. This is your
monthly payment. Never any added interest or finance charges.

VISA

• $499 Purchase - Minimum requirement with approved credit thru AGE

nnerlourAv
rantrarrunic a 211111/191MINICISS

21102 N

isalara Sitinnallt

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00
Sat. 9:00 - 5:00 • Sun. 1:00 - 5:00

illiazatoira v KV

111111741400

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 1:00
Sat. 9:00- 5:00 • Sun. 1:00 - 5:00
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CLASSIFIED

•

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
i)ivia Ad,
$6.75 Column Inch,60(7
( Discount 2nd Run,40'.
7 Discount 3rd Run.

7534916

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

a: Just Say "Charge It" T&

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

lx2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010

010

legals

LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in
Calloway
District Court by
James
D. Miller,
Executor of the Estate
of Dona Holland, #97P-304, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on:or before December
21; 2000.
-Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Estate of: Jewell M.
Johnson, 813 Sha-Wa
Court, Murray, KY
42071; #00-P-00275;
Fiduciary: Reba Ethel
Johnson, 813 Sha-Wa
Court, Murray, KY
42071;
Appointed:
November 22, 2000;
Attorney: Warren K.
Hopkins, 405 Maple
Suite
Street,
B,
Murray, KY 42071.

Estate of: Robert R.
Downs, , Westview
Nursing
Home,
Murray, KY 42071;
- NOTICE TO
#00-P-00276;
FidCREDITORS
uciary: John Lax,2291
Billy Paschall Road,
The following estate Murray, KY 42071:
fiduciary
appoint- Appointed: November
ments have been 29,2000; Attorney: Sid
made in the Calloway Easley, 204 South 6th
County District Court. Street, Murray, KY
All claims against 42071.
these estates should
be filed with the fidu- Estate
of:
John
ciary
within
six Shannon Ellis, 1604
months of date of Ryan Ave., Murray,
qualification.
KY 42071; #00-P00280 Fiduciary: Viva
Estate of: Viola Ardath Ellis, 1604 Ryan Ave.,
Karnes. 65 Sheba Murray, KY 42071;
Drive, Almo, KY Appointed: November
42020; #00-P-00271; 29, 2000; Attorney:
Fiduciary:
Sheba Gerald Bell, P.O. Box
Spellman, 3466 Date 1075, Murray, KY
Drive.
Apt.
422, 42071.
Rancho Cordova, CA
95670;
Appointed: Estate of: Walter
November 22, 2000; Thomas Phillips, 1574
Attorney: Trevor H. Mockingbird Drive,
Cpleman, 104 North Murray, KY 42071;
5th Street, Murray, #00-P-00282;
FidKY 42071.
uciary: Nancy Jeanne
Phillips, 120 Custer
Estate of: Larry E. Ave., Evanston, IL
Moore, 174 Renie 60202;
Appointed:
Circle, New Concord, November 29, 2000;
KY 42076; #00-P- Attorney: Sid Easley,
00272;
Fiduciary: 204 South 6th Street,
Daniel B. Moore, 15 Murray, KY 42071.
Tearose, Hamlin, KY
42046;
Appointed: Estate of: Janet Carol
November 22, 2000; West, 1302 South 16th
Attorney:
Sarah Street. Murray, KY
Coursey Curd. 304 42071; #00-P-00279;
North 4th Street, Fiduciary:
Tracey
Murray, KY 42071.
Cohoon, 1072 Hawthorne Road, Murray,
_
Estate of: Teresa KY 42071; Appointed:
Jones, 803 Poplar November 29, 2000;
Street, Murray, KY Attorney:
Sarah
42071; #00-P-00273: Coursey Curd, 304
Fiduciary:
Dennis North 4th Street.
Norvell, 749 Poplar Murray, KY 42071.
Springs
Drive,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: November
22, 2000; Attorney:
William C. Adams III,
P.O.
Box
1419,
Murray, KY 42071.

Estate
of:
Ruth
Amanda
Lassiter,
Westview
Nursing
Home, Murray, KY
4207): #00-P-00277,
Fiduciary:
Robert
Wagner, Trust Officer.
Union Planters Bank
of Kentucky. N.A., 101
Sputh 4th Street,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: November
29, 2000; Attorney:
Stephen C. Sanders,
104A
North
7th
Street, Murray. KY
4071.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

CHARITY Cars- Donate
you vehicle As seen on
Oprah
and
People
Magazine! Tax Deductible.
free tow We provide
donated vehicles to struggling families 800-4424451 www chantycars org
FOR
lease
Hunters
Paradise Wildlife Refuge
270-489-2116 leave message. will return call
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
complete
ministers,
arrangements
honeymoon/ family
cabins
breathtaking
views
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274
Vacation
lodging.
800-634-5814
GIFT Certificates now
available at Sandra Os
Hwy 94 East
753-FOOD

/3/o-cCilca

i
c_
HaPPY 60th Birthday Ginni.
020

060

020
Notice

HOME INTERIORS SALE
Inventory Reduction
Dee. 8• 12 Noon-4 p.m.•Dec. 9•8 a.m.-4 p.m.
& Glendale Rd.
Charlie's Pharmacy Bld!.!
A Beautiful Chapel of Love.
The most reasonable wedding chapel in the smokies.
Ceremony. pictures, video,
flowers- $150.00. Cabins
available 800-922-2052.
www.weddingbellsinthesmokies.com
A Beautiful, Complete
Smoky Mountain Wedding.
Original Log Wedding
Chapel. Everything provided! Photos, video, flowers,
formal
wear,
cabins.
Smokies best value. 800262-5683. wwwsmokymtnweddingchapels.corn
CANDLEROMANTIC
LIGHT
WEDDINGSOrdained Ministers, elegantly decorated full service chapel. photos. videos,
honeymoon cabins. Fourth
night free. Gatlinburg. TN
800-933-7464. www.sugarlandweddings.corn. E-mail:
weddings@ sugarlandweddings.com.
050

Last and Found
FOUND on N. 16th nea
MSU tennis courts. Small
grey male dog. look like a
Schnauzer, like a Beni!
dog Call 767-0220 or 7620016.
FOUND: Large female
dog, black head with white
and black spot body, bob
tail. Has been spaded
recently. Has a collar. 4354316
LOST (New Concord area)
unneutered male black &
white. Beagle wearing red
collar. Last seen Wed 1117 Hesley Dr. (near Klini
Rd) If found or knoo.
whereabouts please ca,
436-2018 (Leave mes
sage) Family pet. Reward'
LOST: Cell phone Near
Hardee's in Murray or
Thursday 11-28 901-232
8140
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-191b

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

Kelp Wanted

Notice

060

Help Wanted
$40K to $60K yr. potential!
Data entry We need claim
processors now! No experience needed. Will train
Computer required. 888314-1033 dept. 315.
•
$8000 Signing bonus, free
college tuition. Initially part
time work, possible full
time. Up to $19, an hour.
Limited openings. Call 1KY
800:G0-GUARD
National Guard
DRIVERS- 0/0 7 Company. New Year - New Career, Owner Operators
94c/ mile, Includes a fuel
surcharge. Drop/unloading/layover pay. Paid base
plates/ permits/tolls. Company drivers 35c/miles
home weekly. Full benefits
& 401K. Delux assigned
trucks. must have 2 yrs
OTR exp. 1-800-423-6939.
www.otrx.corn.
DRIVERS,
OTR- Star
transport, Inc. Has an exciting new pay package
Experienced drivers can
start up to .34c per mile,
full company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles. Must have class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen. Training available!
800-974-4262/ 800-5486082 ext. 805/877-8508184
www.startransport.com.

ATTENTION
Work from home
up to
$25-$75 /hr. PT/FT
Internet/mail order.
1-888-248-7076

PHARMACY
TECHNICIAN
Full Time
Benefits Available
Complete Training
Package
Apply In Person

CVS
Pharmacy
100 N. 12th St.
Just In Time For
Christmas
Shopping
$1,000 Bonus
Needed:
LPN's, RN's and
CMA's for the 3-11
and 11-7 shifts.
Bonus for nurses
only.
Birchtree
Healthcare
Ask for
Connie McIntosh
D.O.N.
(270) 653-2797
911erry

I

/MEFIEDS-

PML,INC.
Growing manufacturing company located in the Henry County Industrial Park
is seeking applicants for the position of
Japanese Assistant.
Successful candidates must exhibit the
following characteristics:
•Fluent in both the Japanese and
English languages
•Exhibit good written and oral communication skills
•Familiarity with computer programs
such as Word or Excel
Benefits include: major medical, dental,
vision, life insurance, paid vacation, 12
paid holidays, and a 401K benefit plan.
Please send trsunies
P.O. Box 69 Attn:
Human Re.iburee Manager
PM!,.. int. is an equal ()Nowt unit\
employer.

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

060

Legals

Estate of: Alberta H.
Griffith, 1527 Oxford
Drive, Murray, KY
42071; #00-P-00274;
Flduciary: Joyce B.
Nunnally. 3635 Drury
Lane, Paducah, KY
42001;
Appointed:
November 22, 2000;
Attorney: Gerald Bell,
P.O.
Box
1075,
Murray, KY 42071.

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide,
Line Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper iToes Classifieds go into Shopping Guide: $2 50 extra for blind box ads

010
.020
025
-030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Ad Deadlines
Publish

Help Wanted

AVON Start your own bus ness Work flexible hours
Enjoy unlimited earnings
Call toll free 888-942-4053

ARE YOU MAKING THIS
MUCH? $900 a week average. plus bonus for 1 year
experience' More experience pays more! We'll
prove ill Heartland Express
800-441-4953 wwwheartland-express.com

spiv-ad-Sheets, deSigTiweb
sites, and have a working
knowledge of basic statistical analysis techniques.
Must be able to work well
with others and work independently. Responsibilities: The individual will
work closely with both the
Director of the Bureau of
Business and Economic
Research and the Director
of the Center for Telecommunications Systems
Management conducting
various research projects
and maintaining and designing web sites and databases. The research associate will be responsible
for data collection and entry, statistical analysis and
data base design. Deadline: December 15.2000.
To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, and
the names , addresses
and phone numbers of
three references to: Dr.
Martin Milkman, Search
Committee Chair, Department of Economics and Finance, 254 Business
Building, Murray. Ky
42071-3314. Women and
minorities are encouraged
to apply. Murray State is
an equal education and
employment opportunity,
M/F/D. AA employer.

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

060
Help Wanted

RESEARCH Associate,
Bureau of Business, Economic Research and Center for Telecommunications Systems Management, Murray State University. Regular full-time
position to begin January
Qualifications:
2001.
Bachelor's Degree required. Graduate education in either Business,
Economics, or Telecommunications Systems
Management preferred.
Knowledge of Basic Engineering is also desirable.
Must be able to use

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

ATTENTION Drivers- No
experrence
necessary!
TMC Transportation needs
drivers. $650. guaranteed
weekly. Potential to earn
$900. per week or more
and still get home weekends! For CDL training call
800-206-7364.
ATTENTION:
WORK FROM HOME
up to

$25.00- $75.00Ltir PT/FL
MAIL ORDER
(888)248-6730
DRIVERS- Home every
weekend, no NYC!. Start
up to: 36c a mile, Superior
Insurance and benefits.
Owner Operator: 82C a
mile, fuel surcharge. paid
liability/cargo/fuel taxes,
reimburse
tolls/scales.
Lease purcnase program
available. 800-948-6766,
www.epestransport.com
DRIVERS- Make a career
move. Tractor purchase
program. Late model 377
Peterbilt, $1,000 down, 2
yr. warrenty, 1 yr. experienced OTR. Call Bob 800553-2778.
DRIVER- Easy lease to
purchase program. Own
your own truck, be your
own boss in a 1995 Condo
Volvo in just 24 months!
Free & clear, guaranteed
revenue per loaded mile.
We have only 3 units. Two
with air ride tax axles for
only $200 per week and
one single axle for only
$150.00 per week. Clear
MVR, no DU1...$1.000
Down Payment. Call Jim at
800-368-8789.

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
be able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calk
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217 S. 12th St.
, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Services for Students with Learning
Disabilities, Murray State University. Fulltime eleven (11) month position starting
January 2001. Qualifications: Bachelor's
Degree and two years supervisory experience
required. Previous experience working with
students with learning disabilities/coordinating tutoring programs is necessary.
Ability to work in fast-paced environment
and handle situations that may arise in a
professional manner. Experience in school or
university setting with excellent oral and
written communication skills required.
Duties and Responsibilities: Coordinating daily testing accommodations for
students
learning
with
disabilities.
Supervision of graduate assistants/student
workers involved in testing accommodations.
Coordinating Project Mentor, a private tutoring component of the SSLD Office. Will be in
daily contact with both university employees
and students, as well as contact with parents/prospective students who have learning
disabilities. Confidentiality of student
records and other information must be maintained. Application Deadline: December
15, 2000. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume and a list of references to: Dr.
Bill Allbritten, Director of Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State University.
100 Ordway Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3305
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity.
M/F/D, AA employer.

Help Wanted
DRIVER- New pay plan!
31c to 35c a mile- Earn
42k-55k a year and enjoy
assigned equipment, 99%
no-touch,
50%-60%
drop/hook, great benefits
and home time! 800-8792486. Buske Lines. E0E.
CDL- A Drivers, home DRIVER- You will see the
weekend, lease purchase difference in SRT! Great
plan, after 90 days on late pay, paid weekly, excellent
model trucks. No money benefits $1,250 sign- on
down, no &edit check. bonus student graduates
company drivers, up to 34 welcome Call SRT today!
cpm, $1000 sign-on bonus Toll free 877-BIG-PAYDAY
medical. dental, 401K, (877-244-7293)
2500 to 3000 miles weekly, DRIVER: 372 drivers needmin 23 yrs+/ 1 yr. OTR, ref- ed. No experience neceserences. Call 800-828- sary. (14 day CDL training.
8338, 24
hrs.
Fast No cost tuition of qualified.
approval.
Start $35k/ $40k first year.
CHURCH Janitor 40 hrs 1 year OTR call 800-956per week. Must have the 2353. For training tot) free
ability to lift tables and 888-645-8505.
chairs, competitive hourly DRIVERS, over the road,
rate
No
benefits. 35 states. Flat with sides,
References required. Mail late model conventionals. 3
resume to: P.0 Box 1040 years experience. $2000
Z. Murray, KY 42071.
sign-on bonus. Start .34c.38c a mile+ benefits. Call
CONTROLLER
800-444-6648.
CHAMPION
ENTERPRISES INC.,
DRIVERConvenant
is a fast growing and Transport coast to coast
dynamic $2.5 billion corpo- runs, teams start up to
ration. We are the coun- .46c, $1000. Sign on
try's largest producer of bonus for exp. Co. drivers
manufactures housing and for experienced drivers
seek a Controller for our 800-441-4394.
Owner
Henry Tennessee division. operators 877-848-6615.
Candidates for this position Graduate students 800should have several years 338-6428
of accounting experience. DRIVER- Drive with pride..
They will know general Start up to 39c
for solos
ledger, financial control 41c for teams All condo,
systems and will have $10,000
bonus
EOE
excellent PC skills. Some Contact KLLM@ 800-955experience as a Controller 4810 or KLLM corn
would be. preferred. A selfDEDICATED Regional &
starting individual with
OTR swift Transportation
strong analytical skills is a
now available up to $5,000
must. A BS in accounting is
tuition reimbursement for
required and a CPA is
experienced drivers now
desirable. Finally, experihiring for vans, flatbeds.
ence in manufactured
00 & Auto Haul Division
housing would be a plus.
800-284-8785.
We offer excellent comDRIVER TRAINEES
pensation and benefits.
NEEDED NOW!
Forward your resume
along with salary history Werner needs entry level
to:Divisional
General truck drivers. No experiManager
Champion ence necessary. Earn
Atlantic $600.-$800. per week plus
Homes, 560
Avenue, Henry TN 38231. benefits and get home
weekly and during the
Fax (901) 243-2841.
week in many areas. No
INEXPERI- CDL? 15 day CDL training
DRIVERENCED'?, Learn to be an program available. Call
OTR professional from a today 1-800-242-7364.
top carrier Great pay.
DRIVERS: North American
benefits
executive-style
Van Lines has opening in
and conventional equipLogistics,
Relocation,
ment Call today! U.S
Blanketwrap. and Flatbed
Xpress, 888-936-3338
fleets. Minimum of 3
months o/t/r experience
DRIVER- All company drivrequired. Tractor purchase
ers listen up! Paid for
available. Call 800-348routed miles, not HHG
2147. Dept. KYS
miles Up to 38 cmpl
DRIVERS: Solos up to
Guaranteed home policy
Paschall Truck Lines 800- 45c per mile, teams up to
.41c per mile, Contractors
848-0405
81e all miles. Lease
options avail. (No money
down) Fuel incentives &
more
Call Burlington
Motor Carriers 800-5839504
CDL Training. Now hiring
inexperienced drivers for
training and placement
with major trucking compa:
ny Classes start weekly
Truck
Commonwealth
Drivers School. Call toll
free 877-970-4043.

A

WE ARE
GROWING
AND ADDING
TWO NEW
SALES
POSITIONS
*Salary plus
commissions
•5 day work week
•Male or female
•Sales background
a plus, but not
necessarv
EOE
Contact
Diana Pierce
General Mgr.
1-901498-8161
641 S. Hazel

HELP Wanted- Dish Pro
needs local representative
to sell and install satellite
systems
Require own
tools, insurance & cover a
70 mile radius Call 888483-3474
INSTALLERS
NEEDED
FOR SATELLITE tNSTALLATION, Up to $25 an
hour. Must have own truck
and tools, be ambitious,
and professional. If you
meet these qualifications.
call Dennis at 800-5110689
ST. John's
Episcopal
Church needs nursery
worker 9:10-11 .40 a m
Sunday mornings. $25
week
Experience with
infants
and
toddlers
required Call Stacey at
759-2468 evenings

THURSDAY DECEMBER 7 2000
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NEW STARTING PAY
SCALE, $1,000 sign-on
bonus, earning potential up
to $50,000 per year, full
benefits, new model conventional tractors, quality
home time, regional & OTR
dnver s needed Call Arctic
800-927-0431
Express
wwwarcticexpress.Com
P.O. Box 129, Hilliard,OH
43026
PART-TIME position for
receptionist, appointment,
scheduling filing and other
office duties Please submit personal resume to
Howe & Melton, LLP,
301 Maple St
Murray, Ky 42071

1

Adidas
Fortes

KELLERs
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware. Software.
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a.m -7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard
PROTECT yourself and
your computer from the
World Wide Web. Dr.
Solomon's Anti-Virus version 7 for Windows.
Complete anti-virus package for your PC. $20 7535778.

POSITION needed
Cooks and food prep
Apply at Pagliai's 970
Chestnut, Murray.
John
PROGRESSIVE
Deere dealership has
openings for Parts &
Service dept. Excellent
benefits. Tools required.
Send resume to: HutsonAg Equipment Inc., Attn:
Came Burton1201 Fulton
Rd.,Mayfield, Ky 42066.
ROUTE SALES
MANAGER
STARTING AT
$500 TO $700 WK DOE
Schwan's is looking for a
highly motivated self started to full a limited number
of Route Sales Manager
position in the Murray
area.
Our Route Sales
Managers can expected to
earn $25 to $30K first year
and $50K after.
We offer a full benefit
package to include
Medical, dental, disability,
and group insurance.
Schawn's also offers profit
sharing, 401K, and 2
weeks paid Vacation after
the first year.
For application and confidential interview come by
Saturday. December 9th,
9am to 4pm, 307 Bee
Creek Dr, Murray. E.O.E

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
PICCOLO for H S student
753-3006

LPN-RN
Green Acres is currently
accepting applications for
full-time 2p-10p. Full-time
benefits include health,
vision, dental, and life
insurance, 2 weeks paid
vacation, personal days,
paid holidays, and 401K.
Apply in person at Green
Acres. For more information contact April Cornelius
at 247-6477.
THE Cutting Edge
needed.
Cosmetologist
Must be professional and
dependable Call 759-3343
or 901-641-0511 ask for
Sherry.
WAITRESS/
COUNTER PERSON
At Pam's Deli & Cakes.
Mature and experienced
applicants apply at 410
Main Street. Part-time with
possibility of full-time position.
WARNING! Don't pay too
much for Satellite TV! We
see Directv for $49/free
installation! Call 800-6772202. Visa/MC accepted.

BABYSITTING in my
home, nights/weekends
753-8411
CLEANING houses is my
business. Call Linda. 7599553.
NANNEY Position Fulltime hours 6:30am-5:30pm
Monday - Friday. 1 infant &
1 toddler. Non-smoker.
Experience required. Call
210-2102. For information.
NEED TO GO
Christmas Shopping?
Don't have a babysitter
Don't worry call me
Experienced 15 year old
available, 759-5393
WILL do house cleaning
Ironing also Call 4742131
100
Business
Opportunity
EXCELLENT PROFITS
Log Home Wholesalers
Join proven 18 year Log
Manufacturer, 16 Kiln-dried
log styles starting $12,190.
Exclusive territory. Mr
Busk 800-321-5647. Old
Timer Log Homes
OWN your own company!
Over 100 hugh quality franThe
chises available
Franchise Authority. Inc
Toll Free 877-792-2801

Compeers
COMPUTER
PROBLEMS?
Don't be left out lust
because you have an
Apple computer Call the
Mac Doc! Hard drives,
connections
Internet
software
modems
upgrades, printing problems, whatever I can help!
753-5778

410

150

11FICampulers

SOUNDSTREAM Amplifier
and subwoofer Incredible
sound Pristine condition
Paid $650 00 Sell for
$350 00 0 B 0 Great
Christmas gift! 753-5024
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
50x75x14,
$9,963;
50x100x16,
$12,760;
60x100x16,
$15,999:
Mini-storage
$17,956_
buildings, 40x160, 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79.
STEEL buildings: Due to
canceled orders, factory
has 2 steel bldgs. for
immediate sate. (1) 40x60.
Call Webb at 800-5815843.
WINDOW & Siding Sale
$69. per month. All credit
accepted. No money down!
Lifetime warranty! Call toll
free today for free esti888-670-3035.
mates!
Weatherseal U.S.A.
150

Articles
For Sale

Articles
For Sale

Vernon's Pawn Shop
•
All gold 6
s
*
chains,
'
• bracelets &
• earrings 4.
1

Asst. Colored
Stone Cluster

•//2 price•

LRW4509
10 CT Gold

li

8

$$
SALESI9
PRICE
,
II

Al-.
-

I

I

•

._ /

Gen'
.ts _
3 Diamond
Nugget Cluster

10 KT Replica
Panda Rings

GRW4009
10 CT Gold

G0L4246
io CT Gold

'4995

SALE
PRICE

1995

SALE
PRICE $

,

713 S. 12th St. • Murray, Kentucky • 1270) 753-7113
, Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.• Sun. 1-6 p.m.
NEW Remington 870 youth
model 20 gauge 3" cameo.
$350.00
watch
kinetic
Seiko
$200.00. 753-9094.
PIANO- KIMBALL upright
Console in very good conProfessionally
dition.
appraised.
Roll top desk- 48 inch,
solid wood, very solid and
in good condition. Would
be great for a den or small
home office. Serious offers
767-9352.
BMX bike. Haro-T Bone please.
Martin Birdhouse
PURPLE
Olive green, like new
$29.95, large and small
$160.00 753-3119.
martin gourds, telescopic
BOOTH SPACE available
poles, 38' tall finch feedCharlie's Antique Mall
ers. Free catalog. Order
Hazel
today! Call: Toll free 800270-492-8175
658-8908.
Clearance www.sk-mfg.com
BUILDING
Sale... Guaranteed lowest
prices. Beat next price WOLFF TANNING BEDSincrease. 20x24 $2800. Tan at home. Buy direct
30x40 and save! Commercial/
$3866.
25x30
$5362. 35x50 $7568. home units from $199. Low
40x60 $8648. Others. monthly payments. Free
800-668-5422. color catalog. Call today
Pioneer
800-842-1310.
Since 1980.

28 gauge double barrel
shotgun. 2 wooded rockers, grandmother clock,
small trailer 4x6, 2 trolling
motors. Call 753-8744.
9 foot pool table. Like new,
rosewood, elegant leg
design, leather pockets
with tassels, base cloth, 4
cues, rack & cue rack,
plastic cover, hand and cue
chalk, pill bottle, and extra
set of balls. $2,600. Call
753-6764.

Executech
COMDIAL
Office telephone system
(analog). Includes 2, 32button Executech II console models and 10, 12button individual station
models. Total of 12 telephones. $1,000. Call 502223-8821, 8am to 5pm.
Eastern.
DELL Computers... Built to
Order Pentium III available. $0 down, low monthly
payment- O.A.C. Open 7
days. Limited time free
interent access- most
800-477-9016.
areas.
Code MA24. wwwomcsolutions.com
DIAMOND Anniversary
Ring 1 ct. $600 753-8411.
ERICSON Digital Cellular
phone with charger. car
adapter.
microphone,
speaker and holder for
hands free car kit $100.
Phone 502-223-8821 8am
to 5pm.(Eastern)
insert
FIREPLACE
Excellent condition, ready
for pick-up Make offer
753-5809
FREE! Dish Network
Satellite System installed
free. For more information.
call or come by
Beasley Satellite
& Antenna
500 N. 4th St
759-0901.
HOT tub-2 yrs. old $1200
(270)753-8411
LP GAS REFILLS
Lowest prices in town'
RV. campers. etc
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99 00 each
B&B Brokers
701 S 12th St
753-4389

Public Sale

For Rant

MODEL 22 Magmun SS,
Duck unlimited version
$150 (New), Panasonic
17" with stand $50 7539094

150
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Appliances
40" electric stove, old but
works good $50 OBO. Call
435-4478.
ELECTRIC Signature cook
top stove. Call 474-8340
leave message
dryer.
and
WASHER
microwave. Call 753-8487.

TAN couch, brown recliner.
2 bedroom suits, dining
table & chair. coffee & end
tables $850 for all or will
separate All in good condition. 759-1070.

A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
rick delivered 437-4718 or
753-2443
TRIPPS Firewood
Call Rudy 436-2778

Weed
Fo
BALDWIN Organ
home or small church
excellent condition. 753
1973.
SALE
FOR
PIANO
Beautiful top quality LIKE
upright console
NEW
Not a
Kimball piano
scratch or mar on it
$2500 00
Santa says YES'
753-8734
USED trumpet for sale
great beginner trumpet In
good shape $250 or best
offer 759-0315

14X50 1991 Fleetwood
2br, C/HiA mew living
room carpet 1 year water
heater, appliances, 200
amp pole, axle & tires
$7500 00 Call 492-8854
901-593-5728
1995 Cavalier- 16x80
Excellent Condition 3br, 2
bath, AC, DW, all appliances Smoke and pet free
environment 767-9796
DOUBLEWIDE 3br, 2
baths, full kitchen, overhead fans, circle drive with
carport & a large sturdy
built shed on 2 large shady
lots 10 minutes from lake
call 762-0032 or 474-8878
or 753-9961

18R water & trash paid
W/D available, no pets
767-9037
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood
C/H/A, new carpet. $375
Coleman RE. 759-4118
2BR Near MSU $325,
water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR, 1 bath, no pets 11th
St. $275. Sunny Lane
$250. Call 753-3415 or
753-7123 weekends
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118.
2BR duplex, appliances,
$350 + deposit 435-4125
3BR. duplex for rent. C/H/A
appliances, w/d hookup,
new carpet and vinyl No
pets 759-8200.

HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky, Tennessee &
Illinois. 437-3939
REDUCED! Loaded! 1994
16x80. 3br, 2 bath, landscaped acre lot. Storage
4br., Townhouse
building. Evenings
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
753-0902.
APARTMENTS for rent
Close to campus. Available
Dec. 15 & Jan 10. 753Homes For Rent
5980 or 753-1203 after
14X70 3br. 2 bath, with 5pm.
dryer,
and
washer,
HAZEL Apartments
microwave $400 a month
Now taking applications for
plus $400 deposit. Call
1 & 2br units Rent based
753-7930
on income Mobility impair2BR. furnished trailer. By ment accessible. Phone:
Pirates Cove, near Hardin. 492-8721. Mon & Thurs
$250. plus deposit.
9-ham TDD No.
270-928-4831.
Equal
1-800-648-6056.
2BR. in country with nice Housing Opportunity.
deck, stove, refrig. dryer. LARGE
duplex.
1br.
$225.00 437-4386.
Private area. Very clean,

19862 US Hwy 68 E
Aurora Duplex 2Br/ 5
rooms $450 a month plus
1Br efficiency $250 a
month Newly remodel
near Kenlake State Park
800-531-2246
2 or 3BR house, C/H/A,
walk to MSU, stove &
refrigerator
furnished
Fence yard $450 month
2BR in town, stove & refrigerator furnished. large
yard $350
3BR in Almo, stove &
refrigerator W/D furnished
$365 (270)759-1070
house
3br.,
or
2
Appliances furnished W/D
dishwasher 1yr lease refdeposit
&
erences
required 753-4181 or 4892181
2BR. brick home w/large
den, C/H/A Located 1665
Calloway Ave. 759-4188.
3BR house, one bath located five miles east of
Murray near school. $400
per month, and a $400
cleaning/securtiy deposit.
Rental application and an
ongoing thirty(30) day contract required. No pets. For
appointment to see call
(270) 489-2456.
3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A. newly
redecorated $495 per
security.
plus
month
(270)474-2520.
9 room house, city water,
cable, in county
492-8120.

HOUSE 3br, 2 baths,
Central heat & air, excelMobile home 9 miles off the road parking. 753- lent location in city. No
pets, deposit required
southeast of Murray
8588.
Available now, (270)75914x70 2br, 2 bath $300.00 LARGE 2br, 2 bath
1610
month, $300 deposit
1 1/2blocks MSU. C/H/A.
TWO
bedroom house with
270-436-5419
per
plus
month
$395
NICE 2br, Mobile home deposit. No pets, refer- washer, dryer, stove refrigerator, and storage shed
No pets 753-9866
ences required.
Reasonable utilities NO
753-3949, Day.
PETS Lease and deposit
6p.m.
after
759-3050
Mobile Nome Lots For Rent
11E3
$500 00 753-7920
LOOKING for an
VACANT 313 N 5th, 2br,
apartment?
affordable
1/2 acre $100/mo. 753
Visit us at Hilldale Apts. newly decorated $400
6012
month, Also 94 E, 3br
2&3 br. apts. available.
Estates/ Fox
COACH
room,
2 car garage, baseAccessible.
Handicap
Meadows Mobile Home
ment, white brick. $500
Opportunity
Equal
-Park. "An Exceptional
month 753-5292
Housing.
Community". Spaces availinformation
more
For
able
at
$95.00/mo.
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
Storage Rentals
Including Water, sewer,
TDD# (800) 545-1833
garbage pick up. City fire
Ext. 287.
and police protection, city
transit service. Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities, including cable
vision. No rental homes in
park Owner- Occupied
only. South 16th St. at
Canterbury and Westview.
753-3855.
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
Business Rentals

Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, Dec. 9, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. Gordon Crouch in downtown Lynn
Grove, KY on Hwy. 94 West, House #7121. Mrs. Winnie can no
longer keep house and has moved to Glendale Place.
BIDDING ON REAL ESTATE STARTS AT 12 NOON

This nice 2 bedroom, 1-1:2 bath - large living room - large eat-in kitchen - dining
room - large utility room - carport - outside storage on approx. 1-1/2 acre lot. This
is a nice well built house with city gas, city water and cable.
Terms: 15% down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of deed
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction.
Give us a call, we would like to show you this property
Personal Property: Old camel back trunk - old 2 drawer library table • small wall
lamp table - old 2 drawer library table - small wall lamp table - 2 old 1-back dining
chairs - oak dresser base - small old bookcase - hand painted table lamps - old
kerosene lamp - nice old footed kerosene heater - magazine rack - old magazines
by McCall's. Colliers & Companion - nice 8 place setting of Homes and Edwards
inlaid silver plate flatware - 8 place setting of Nontake china #5931 derry - set of
Imperial china - set of Shades Crest genuine stoneware dishes - 6 cup hall tea
pitcher, green with brush gold - other tea pitchers - hand etched sugar & creamer
- fancy bud vases - 10 punch bowl cups. fancy candy dishes - old meat platters old glass & china - milkglass pieces - Carnival glass pieces - 4 pink pieces - green
creamer - Dome clock - brass items - covered dishes - Tupperware - Corningware
- brass knob dog irons - fancy Puritan cast iron cornbread stick pan - other cast
iron items - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - microwave oven - washer &
dryer - frost free refrigerator - upright freezer - an older refrigerator - color t.v. • like
new kerosene heater - card table - old books - electric sewing machine - maple
table & chairs - odd china c,abinei - bed & chest - odd chest - recliner - twin bed old chifferobe - nice odd dresser & chest - sectional couch - nice wood rocker love seat rocker - curtains - table cloths - vacuum cleaner - floor buffer/waxer - picnic basket - cordless phone - old pictures & frames - Tall & Spin Not Matt 628 picture - nice painting of the old flour mill - picture of Lynn Grove Milling Co. sack with
cats paw pitcher - All Jersey milk bottle - metal cabinet - nail keg - extension ladder - step ladder - yard cart - canning jars - water bath canner - hand & yard tools
- and much more
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information call 435-4144.

Terry D. Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
Illy Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

GOING=GO1NG=GONE
COURT ORDERED AUCTION
A GREAT LOCA770N WITH POTENTIAL

Wednesday, Dec. 20th, At 1000 AM.
Commercial Property & A-Frame Home
Restaurant & Deli Equipment - Fixtures
7459 US Hwy 641 North

EASTSIDE
2
1E
STORAGE

NEW 3br. condo-plex
Available Jan. 2, 2001
month/deposit
$675
required. 753-0834
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
119 Main • 753-6266
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
CREEKVIEW STORAGE2BR From $325
520-$40 On Center Drive
Call Today!
Behind Tom's Grille
753-8668.
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location.
Excellent condition.

753-3853

IlMillbrimr-itsviilleee, ICY
.8 Mile S Of KY Dam Village • 4 Miles N Of Drafferrville
"Former 641 Bait tir Tackle"
Tract 1 - 1 _163E11 Acres
Improved With 3400 Sq Ft Building
Excellent Commercial Property
Retail Display Area - Dual Restrooms
Minnow Tanks - Bait Shop Area
Self Serve Gas Facilities
lent Store Area
Deli -Kitchen -C
US 6 Door Glass Front Display Walk In Cooler
Range Guard 9'x48" Hood Vent System
Office - Personal Quarters w/Bath
200' Of Paved Front Parking & More!!
Tiraict 2 - _75 Altimzia
so/Nice Rustic 28'x36' A-Frame Home
Upper & Lower Level Bedrooms & Baths
Gas Central Heat & Air
Fenced Back - A Cozy Setting
Cute 8 Comfortable!!
fitering Offered In Tracts
And Ire Combination
To Obtain The Highest Selling Price!!
Real Estate Terms:15'V,, Down In
Guaranteed Funds, Balance In 30 Days!

All Size Units
Available

2 Chihuahua puppies, 1
male, 1 female Ready 1215-00 759-3797 after 4pm
2 Rat Terrier puppies, 4
mo old Male & female
shots & wormed $75 00
Various size units
Ob0 753-4491
DUPLEX near university.
Walnut Plaza
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale'
2br, appliances $325. a
Dec. 16th 9am -5pm
104 N. 5th
month. 753-8096 or 753Dec 17th 11am-4pm
753-9621
2633.
Executive Inn, Paducah
DUPLEX, 2BR in quiet
Great Deals On Birds,
neighborhood $300 plus
Toys & Cages
COMMERCIAL BUILDING
deposit & references
901-878-1307
FOR RENT.
435-4114
DOG Obedience
717 S 4th St 1200sqft
2br, central h/aDUPLEX.
Master Trainer
High traffic area. Easy
1802 1/2 B Monroe Ave
436-2858
access. Many uses.
Lease No Pets, 753-8002.
$425/mo.
LONG ears, big feet. fat
EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath, face. AKC Basset hound
Days 753-7668
central gas H&A, appli- puppies, $200. each Will
Nights 753-4919
ances furnished, W&D. lyr. hold for Christmas with
lease, 1 month deposit. No deposit. 492-8302
pets. 753-2905.
View
FORREST
16th
N.
1213
Apartments
down1 OR 2br apts near
St. now accepting applicaown Murray starting at
tions for 2br townhouses,
$200/mo. 753-4109
basic rent $305/ month.
1&2 bedroom Apts
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Call 753-1970. Equal
Hwy. 641 just
902 Northwood Dr
Housing Opportunity.
north of Hazel.
Monday,
University Heights Apts.
Wednesday. Fnday.
Thurs., Fri.
1 & 2br rental assisted
Phone 759-4984
& Sat.
for
are
apts. These apts
Equal Housing
families, disabled, handi8
p.m.
a.m.-5
Opportunity
capped, senior citizens,
Crib, boys, girls infant
1-2 3br apts furnished, wheel chair accessible
near MSU 753-1252 or 759-2282 Mon, Wed & to toddler clothes, play
kitchen, bikes, Power
753-0606
Thurs. 9-5 1734 Campbell
1BR apt available, all appli- Street. Hearing impaired Wheels, kitchen items
washer, dryer & etc
1-800-648-6056
ances furnished Mur-Cal only
Housing
Realty 753-4444
Equal
1BR Apt in town. furnished, Opportunity
WOW!
students welcome $180/
$180/ deposit
month
No waiting list!
Available immediately
Southside Manor Apts
759-1519
1 & 2,br apts
Section 8 housing
1BR Apt stove. refrigera753-6221
tor. 13/W. W/D, Clean, no
TIRED OF
EHO
pets 270-753-9841 or 270SEARCHING
436-5496
FOR BUYERS?
1BR furnished, water and
Rouse For Rent
Place an ad with
garbage pick up includes.
MURRAY
low electric, no lease, no 1 br and a 2 br No pets
pets $225 a month 841- Lease
and
deposit LEDGER & Timtis
0166 cell If no answer required 753-0728 after
753-1916
753-3949
400 PM

Call 753-1890.

Office Space

YARD SALE

Enceipontent - IFitacItaair4ms.
Few R '`45.talasraint - Mali
To Be Sold Separate From The Real Estate
TRUE 27" Glass Front Upright Refrigerator Cooler
wSingle Door • TRUE 48" Glass Front Refrigerated
Deli Display Case • TRUE SS 27" Upright
Refrigerator Cooler w Single Door • TRUE SS 54"
Upright Freezer w Double Front Doors • STAR SS
27" Counter Style Food Cooler • CHEF MATE SS
Deli Slicer • CASTLE SS 15" Counter Style Deep
Fryer • US 4 Burner Commercial Gas Range w 24"
Side Grill & 30" Below Oven • SS 7'x30", 4'x30",
3'x30" Prep Tables • 5-Bench Booths • Commercial
Utensils • Display Shelving And Miscellaneous
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF AUCTION!!

I

Judicial Sale Court Case #CI-00014
Robert D. Mattingly, Jr. Master Commissioner

R. CASH
JAMES
--.
,
& REAL ESTATE BROKER
„:70NER
Je
[HU

FANCY FARM,KY.270-623-8466
lj
'C
^
'THE SELLING MACHINE- .

Cell For Brochure • Website wanierrresrcarsh.com
430
heel Estate
180 acres partially devel
oped mobile home park
Call 270-554-1662
HALEY Professional
Appraising.
270-759-4218
-For What It's Worth"

63 Ae"
1
DREAM building sites with
rolling wooded hillsides
Restricted Various size
tracts available 5 minutes
west of town You have to
see to appreciate Call
today for your private
showing 753-2905
1123/lomes For See

(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
3BR . 2 bath 2340 sq tt
North. Murray 753-1967
brick home in Martin
LOTS for sale Starting at Heights New roof. 2 car
$11,000 Price includes garage. 16x20 shop buildwater, septic & driveway ing in back Call 753-0532
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

HOUSE for sale. 3Br. ca
1/2 garage, 1.5 bath, can
see lake Pirate's Cove.
$69,000. Would sell on
land contract with the right
person.
270-354-6804.
MUST Sell To
Settle Estate
New 3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath
1306
home
deluxe
Fleetwood Dr (Campbell
Est ) Call 753-3903
PRESTON Heights
3BR, 2 bath. 1876 sq ft.
bnck and vinyl home, many
extras:
Call 759-1770
for appointment.
No realtors please.
PRICE REDUCED!
1997. 3br, 2 bath Ranch
w/large deck, 2 car garage
Open floor plan Priced to
sell' 759-9874
309-837-1334
QUAINT well built older
home, 3br, good location.
hardwood
Appliances,
floors, Appraised $71.000.
Sell well below appraisal
Value. Call 1-800-4740377 after 5pm
2 BR, 1 bath,brick ranch,
hardwood, privacy fence,
new roof, 9x14 storage
building, lots of updates
Asking $48.000 759-9417
3BR. home. 804 N. 17th.
New carpet & interior paint.
Financing available w/ no
down payment. Monthly
payments of $361. P & I for
30yrs. at 7.25%, if you
qualify. Priced $52,900.
270-825-4622
270-825-0778
3BR house on 1 1/2 acre
5 minutes from town 10
from
lake
minutes
Outbuildings,
mature
shade, C/H/A, new beige
burber carpet. appliances
558.500. 270-436-5695 or
753-4487 Good rental
inverment
BUILDER DEFAULT! 6
new high quality panel
home kits' Factory liquidation Fast simple assembly
on your own lot 3/4/5 bedrooms Flexible layouts
Lifetime warranty! 800847-9713
www valubuild corn
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
1998 Harley 1200 custom
mint condition New corbin
$1190000 753seat
6068

Global Mortgage Link

Acreage
12 rolling & wooded acres.
good buy. $850 an acre,
terms 753-9302
40 acres grave pit Graves
McCracken Co with
without equipment Call
270-554-1662

CLASSIFIED

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
•1001. loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry

Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Wailes%

763-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
410

410
Public Sale

410

Public Sale

2000 Honda Ranger
4x2, $3,600
Call 759-5400

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION

A

„

Saturday, December 16• 10.a.m.

mu•algrems

No

Directions: From Murray proceed South on KY Huy. 121 approximately 2.5 miles, auction on left at
the corner of Countryside Drive and State Rt. 121.
Selling the home and personal property of the estate of the late Mrs. Emma Knight.

1
0

Great
O
pportunity

Great
LocetWn

1

Sport Wady Vefticies
112311

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris. CM Auctioneer Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound ofSelling"
(270) 492-8796

Hazel, KY

email • wdanOldd.net
aebsite • farrisauction.eom
Not responsible for accidents Lunch available by True Concessions Announcements day of sale take precedente mer all pnnted matenal

1994 Mitsubishi Eclipse.
753-5626. Between
8:30am-4:30pm
1997 Nissan Maxima
Maroon, 95,xxx miles
$9800.00 OBO. 519-3709

1998 Cadillac Sedan
Deville, 61,000 miles, new
tires, bought new local as
Camry. program car. Local owner
1987
Toyota
137,000 miles, automatic, $19,500
Day (270)489-2613
all power in good condition.
Night (270)489-2186
$2,800 Andre 759-8295
89 Honda Prelude, 85,000
miles, excellent mechanical
condition $2,800 OBO
210-3619
'92 BMW 3251, Excellent
condition
753-4751
(before 5pm) 753-1624
Courtesy Auto
(after 5pm)
Plex has auto
'98 Sunfire 2dr , AC, CD,
loans available for
61K
keyless
entry,
Excellent condition, 1
slow pay, medical
owner. $7995 00 492bills, divorce.
8707
repossessions and
CAR dolly. Hardly used.
$650 OBO. 753-4821 or
bankruptcy call
437-4977.
Kenny B at
CHEVROLET Turbo 350
800-505-5091 or
transmission, non lockup,
short paddle shafted Call
our credit hot line
436-5692 after 5pm
24 hours.
SHARP '94 Maroon Sable
877-937-2886
Extra clean, good condition 753-9302

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
EXTERIOR
TREE
ROOFER
CLEANING SERVICES
A_

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& INSURED

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr. Service

Cleanup Seril,

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

1-800-909-9064

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
A

David's Home Improvement

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
'Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADIK CARPET BUSINESS \
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood \
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

Pius...all other home improvements

BY CERTIFIED STAFF

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray •753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS
'4
,
4,4..

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

CARPET LI
FLOORING

r
fl
en

Call Now To
Advertise Your
Business On
Our Holiday
Greetings Page.
-Contact Kathy or Tammy at

Experience!

753-1916 or come by the office

Our Showroom Today

T & Fl
i4R Ct
O4Viralej
i TraFF
4wy 641 -1112,11st stkt
*

--'i f

kmiihrs

Hazel. o,•

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927
Mastercard

11011Pir

walxirsanuarawmax=wmoui

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL •HARDWOOD • CARPET

VISA

fr

at 1001

Whitnell Ave.

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

We Specialize in. Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes

767-0508

1993 hord Taurus Station
Wagon, nice, clean car.
good tires, high miles_
$2,700.00 753-6855.
Vats
1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr , hunter green, dual air
luggage
rack
20,300
miles $17,400 Must sell)
247-5265
FOR Sale
81 Chevy van
81 Ford van
759-1688

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
Excellent protection, high
quality. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Used Trucks
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
10% SR Discount. We sell
1976 Chevy shortbed step
chimney caps and screens.
side SWB, factory custom,
Tracy Manning. 435-4006.
trailering special, 454, 400
trans, corvette yellow DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
$4000. OBO 753-0743
Estimates. Over 25 Years
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
Experience.
Gerald
clean, sharp, A.G. PS, 318
Walters. 753-2592.
auto. $4300. 489-2296.
ELECTRICAL
1988 Dodge Raider 4x4
New construction,
$2100.00 753-8738
remodeling, or just replacing a switch
1989 Chev, diesel, 4 speed
Licensed & Insured
long bed, good truck
753-0834
$3250 753-6855
1989 Chevy 4x4. PW, PL,
FENCING
PS, PB, tilt, cruise, red/
Midway Fence. All types.
chrome. 270-492-8632.
Complete services.
1997 Chev Z71, ext cab, all
Reasonable prices.
power, nice truck, 140,000
Free Estatements Insured.
miles, $13,800 OBO 759Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
1070
1998 S-10, 2 dr, LS standard cab SB Automatic,
stereo, air, cruise, x-cond,
39,000 miles, $10,900 7532215 after 6:00
'93 Ford 150 XL Call 7536692

1995 Tiger Shark Monte
Carlo jet ski, reverse
trailer. 3 passager Call
436-5692 after 5pm.
EBBTIDE Dyna-Trak
Fish & ski. 150 Mercury.
18ft. $1500.00 753-4012.

*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
.We Use Hut Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

Asphalt S
-diel Coating
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Dnveways
*Parking lots
*Striping
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

INSULATED
Concrete
Forms Basements, walls,
foundation retainer walls
Jimmy Bucy 753-7457,
Rudy Tnpp 436-2778
J&D Lawncare
Leaf Removal,
Gutter cleaning
Now is the time to
lime your yard
(270)759-3840
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Carpets, upholstery &
Water
Emergency
Removal. Serving Murray
Free
Since
1970.
Satisfaction
Estimates.
Guaranteed.
753-5827
MOVING'

Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
Doors installed, vinyl siding
& aluminum trim, roofing,
shingles & metal roofs.
Replacement
windows,
additions, garages, decks,
pole barns.
Free Estimates.
270-489-2907
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
270-435-4645.
Trimming, removal, stump
SUREWAY
grinding, firewood. Insured.
TREE SERVICE
489-2839.
Stump Removal
GRAVEL & top soil for sale_
Insured with full line of
We also build driveway &
equipment.
roads
Free estimates
270-437-4838.
753-5484
GUTTERS:
TRIPP'S
Seamless Aluminum
Backhoe Service
Gutters. Variety of colors.
Septic System's,
Free estimates.
Foundation's, Driveway's,
West Ky Seamless
Hauling, Land Clearing.
Gutters. 753-0278.
436-2778.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
TUCKER LAWN CARE
wanted. No job too small.
SERVICES
Give us a call. Yes we
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clean gutters.
clipping removal, dethatchPhone: 436-5759
ing, aeration, overseeding
IF you are moving to a
fertilization,
bed
&
new location and need
mulching. Free Estimates.
professional reliable
759-9609
movers call...
Brian Driscoll
270-753-3338
me Coto=
Voice Mail 270-210-6897

Carpentry,
ALL
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
additions,
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
siding
vinyl
repair,
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
References. Call Larry Decks, Home Additions,
Nimmo.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
753-9372, 753-0353.
Garages, Carports, Pole
Including Barns, Metal Buildings,
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors. Fencing. Hardwood Floors
&
Finished.
amplifiers, and acces- Installed
Workmanship.
Quality
sories.
Affordable
Rates.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales, Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
Service and Installation.

FREE
PALLETS

AFFORDABLE Hauling,
Beasley's Antenna
tree work, cleaning out
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY sheds, gutters, etc.
502-759-0901.
436-2867.

753-1916

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

Call or come by the Ledger 8I Times office to find
out about our Holiday Gift Subscription Special.
It makes the perfect gift for someone special.

*•

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Murree to Ton Tieior
Right IStl° Md.
13.3100•DOOMCIIivH •lANIA • 3111

,
4

r'

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

753-7728

*AD I 41

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed cfc Insured

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

CAR

1,46

nr-GPtile

=Moving=

Wiggins Furniture

Visit

4,6

arnb

A Bigger Selection -- A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?
WE DOT Over 34 Years

David's Cleaning
Services

SERVICES OFFERED

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

7
/
44 Agfot
A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years

270-443-8030

HOME IMPROVEMENT
cTLamb Brothers
" Tree Service

11
08
?SYCHIC RE11131
ADYI5E5 IN ALL
TELLS PAST,
PROB
OF LIFE
,LEMS ..' ( PRESENT AND FUTURE

"We Tote The Note"
2095 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah, KY

1997 Chev. Z71 push but
ton, 4 wheel drive, white,
extended cab, step side
short bed, extra nice,
options.
with
loaded
$18,250.00 753-6855.

1986 Olds 98. Asking
$1200.00 OBO. 492-8603.
1987 CADILLAC Sedan
Devine. extra nice, 1
owner. Only 20,000 miles
on new engine. 753-0114.

Used Cars

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

ES,

Unclean

Household items include; Antique wooden smoke stand • maple dining table and chairs • Singer
sewing machine in cabinet w/lots of sewing & craft supplies • silver tea set, crazy quilts • other
quilts • carved figurines • end tables • beautiful farm scene painting in excellent frame • blue boy
and pink lady framed print and figurines • Wurlitzer electric organ - mint condition with quality
sound • 2 drum top tables • sofa with matching chair • several cross stitched pieces - foot stools.
throw, and wall hangings • loveseat • Fenton glass(pink & vaseline)• lusterware pitcher • framed
Lynn Grove's Best flour sack • 192830 Lynn Grove High School momentos • ironware - match
holder, skillets ( including Griswold)• antique blue stone mixing bowls • several collector plates •
lots of appliances • Avon ruby plates • oil lamps• antique crystal glasses, salts and toothpick holders • costume jewelry •jewelry boxes • set Franciscan earthware china • Noritake china - Envoy
pattern • Hall tea pot • antique cake plate • Estate Hearthside china • Blue Ridge •Jackson china
• Homer Laughlin china • German hand painted china • Rogers Bros. 1847 silverplate flatware in
case • very old serving bowls and pitchers • antique hickory clothes hamper • old composition doll
• wooden candle holders and Christmas decorations • Roosevelt Presidential campaign buttons •
crocheted table cloths • very nice table, bed and bath lines • card tables.
Household Appliances: vacuum cleaner • GE 21 CF upright freezer• Hotpoint washer and dryer
• like new Hotpoint refrigerator • Frigidaire electric range • RCA Color Trak TV
Automobiles: 1990 Chevy Lumina, white w/blue interior, 31,000 actual miles. This car has had the
best of care with documented maintenance records - EXTRA SHARP 1990 Chrysler Labaron,
50,000 actual miles, new tires and battery - EXCELLENT CAR. All this and more...
Terms on Personal Property: Complete Settlement Day of Auction.
Terms on Real Estate: NM Down day of auction with balance due within 30 days upon
delivery of deed.

P.O. Box 149

Used Cars

itzsERvAnoss

4026 State Rt. 121 South, Murray, KY

A comfortable brick home in
move in condition.
A matching brick entry to the concrete drive
will serve as an impressive introduction to
this three bedroom home. Near town, on the
way to the lake, yet plenty of space to remind
you of the country. Features a large corner
lot which fronts both Hwy. 121 and
Countryside Drive.

40

470
Motorcycles & ATV's

Public Sale

Public Sale

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

tfifikteao SiaRdafd

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Heat Punzp Contractor

Classified Advertising
DEADLINES
The following deadlines are for classified
advertising in the Murray Ledger & Times:

AD DEADLINES

License eM02182

270-750-2288

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
• free estimate at

270-7594979

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

Publish

Deadline
Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Shopper
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.

For all your advertising needs call
Kathy Wyatt or Tammy Stom

270-753-1916
fax 270-753-1927
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 • Murray, KY 42071-1040

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR_ GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm scared to
death to have a physical exam,
because every time I'm in my doctor's
office, my blood pressure is sky-high,
even though I am on medication for it.
When 1 take my blood pressure at
home, it is consistently in the 140180
range; in the doctor's office, it is
190190 or higher. What can I do?
DEAR READER: It's more a question of what your physician can do. I
would accept your home readings, ask
you to continue to monitor them, and
ignore the high office readings. Or, as
another possibility, you could be
attached to a small device that would
record your pressure for 24 hours. If it
remains low, problem solved: If it is
consistently too high, you'll need a
change in medication.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How fast a pulse
is dangerous? Mine tends to run in
the 90s. I am 42, female, 30 pounds
overweight and concerned when my
husband says that a person has only
so many heartbeats until death. My
doctor seems too busy to be helpful.
DEAR READER: The medical myth
that each of us has a certain cumulative limit of heart contractions is
incorrect. Yet, I can see how it arose.
Fever, anemia, thyroid disorders and
heart diseases are often associated
with a fast pulse; inasmuch as those
diseases were untreatable 100 or 200
years ago, doctors tended to blame
high pulse rates for early demise,
rather than the underlying diseases
themselves. Today, fortunately, most
such ailments are curable.
The normal heart rate in healthy
adults ranges between 60 and 100
beats per minute. Active, athletic individuals often have resting slow pulses
(below 60), as may some patients with
heart disease. Similarly, most adults
do not consistently exhibit pulse rates
above 90. However, as you can see,
there is enormous variation in the
normal heartbeat, especially if you
consider the external effects (such as
anxiety and exercise) that can modify
the pulse.
In my practice, I rarely have a
patient with a pulse consistently in
the 90s. When I do, he or she is usually extremely apprehensive about
being examined.
Therefore, I recommend the following: In order to define your pattern,
keep a diary of your pulse rate for one
week. Check it every hour or two
while you're awake and record the
number. (Quick shortcut: Count your

DEAR ABBY

pulse beats for 15 seconds, then multiply by 4.)
At the end of the week, review the
data. If, as I suspect, your pulse varies
within the boundaries I previously
described, you needn't worry or seek
medical attention. Invite your husband out for dinner and a movie to
celebrate your good health.
If, on the other hand, your pulse
fails to drop below 90 during the week
of measurement, you should involve
your doctor in a medical evaluation
that should, in my view, include (at
the very least) a cardiogram, bloodpressure monitoring, blood tests, a
cardiac ultrasound and (perhaps) a
stress test.
I'm really interested in this problem, so please let me know how things
turn out.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Heart
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
Copyrtght 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 45-year-old
single woman. My significant other
and I have been together for five
years. He's eight years older than I
am,and he brings me great joy.
A problem has arisen that has
me at my wit's end. When we first
began dating, "George" would drop
hints about how he loved long blond
hair. At the time I was a natural
brunette, but thought a few highlights wouldn't hurt. I let it grow.
Eventually my hair became lighter
and lighter until I was all blond.
However, I never really liked it. It
didn't complement my skin tones. I
have been blond for more than four
years. Friends and family tell me I
look better as a brunette.
During my last trip to the hairdresser, I asked to have my hair
darkened one sáde. It's now very
light brown, and I like it. George
hates it. He hates it so much that
for the first week he wouldn't look
at me or talk to me. I had no idea
what was wrong, and I suspected he
had met someone else.
The following week, we were
talking again, but things still
weren't "right." All signs of affection
were gone. I tolerated it for a week
and then confronted him. It turned
out he really wanted me blond. I let
him know how unattractive he was
making me feel and how shallow I
thought he was. He blamed me and
my hair and said that if I hadn't
gone blond, we probably never
would have gotten together.
I tried to convince him I was still
the same person. The fight escalated to the point where I packed my
bags and was out the door. He finally admitted he had the problem,
and convinced me to stay while he
worked it out. The following week
he was back to being his old self.
Last night my family gathered at
a nice restaurant for a birthday dinner. Midway through the evening,
wouldn't you know,in walked a couple, and the blond-headed woman
sat next to our table "flipping" her
hair. George couldn't take his eyes
was
off
her.
It
so embarrassing it made me
depressed. I gave George "the look"
to knock it oft, but he didn't. My
family also noticed. When we got
home, he acted like nothing was
wrong.
I don't know what to do. I can't
go back to being blond because I'll
never know if he loves me or the
fantasy. It seems like such a trivial
reason to break up, but I can't imag-

L_CONCIIIE
THEN YOU START
PINOING OUT HOW
MUCH YOU'LL
NEVER KNOW

04
M1414
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IS IT MEN'S FAULT THAT
LUE WERE PROGRAMMED
TO BE DISTANT?... NO,
IS IT OUR FATHERS' FAULT
THEY WERE PROGRAMMED
TO BE DISTANT 7... NO.

PCOIR

IS IT OUR GRANDPAS' FAULT
THAT THEY WERE PROGRAMMED THAT WAY ?... NO.
is IT OuR GREATGRANDPAS' FAuLT?...NO.
OUR CrREAT- GREATGRANDPAS' FAULT ?...NO.

I'VE DISCOVERED SO
MUCH ABOUT MYSELF!

HAVE YOU
N5C01.1 ERE D
ANYTH N&
EXCEPT
YOUR
INNOCENCE?

IE-rTIEFt cr WFS

I ALWAVS -THOUGHT GET
MARRIED BEFORE I MOVED
IN Lut-n-i my HUSBAND,
MICHAEL.

PEOPLE LIVE TOGETHER M LIVING TOGETHER IS
AND HAVE FAMILIES BEFORE NORMAL! PEOPLE WHO
THEL/GET MARRIED-AND
INSIST ON GET11146
THEIR KIDS TAKE F'ART
MARRIED FIRST ARE
N 1HE. CF-REMONyl
BECOMING FEWER AND
FEWER AL-1_71-1E

WELL,yOU'vE ALways
SAO I WAS RARE.I

a
0
0

to

GAFtFIEI_C0
JON'S 17ECORATING THE
CHRI5TMA5 TREE

LOOKING BACK

me putting up with this tor the rest
of my life. Any advice?
TIRED OF THE ROOTS
IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR TIRED: George has a
problem and he admits it. Your
gentleman not only prefers
blondes, it appears he has a
fetish for long blond hair. People can change their behavior,
but they can't change their feelings.
Joint counseling might be
useful for ou to help each
other under nd what you're
both re y s
. The relationship can s ceed unless you
are comfo
le and feel accepted for who you are. If it
depends upon changing your
appearance, then face it —
George isn't someone to dye for.
***

DEAR ABBY: I was wondering if
there is a proper place for an exwife to sit during a funeral, when
the deceased has a significant other
and ,intended for her to sit in front,
as ifshe were his wife.
Does the ex sit in front also, or
among the general congregation?
CURIOUS IN
PRIEST RIVER,IDAHO
DEAR CURIOUS: Where the
former spouse sits depends
upon whether there were children from the marriage. At a
time of grief, the children
would probably want their
mother close to them. If not in
the front row, probably in the
row directly behind them.
***

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Hazel
Hill and Jackie Jones, members
of Murray Art Guild, decorating
and preparing for the open house
at the guild on Dec. 9 from 1 to
4. p.m.
Bill Baltz, senior, and Amy
Helm, freshman, both of Murray,
were recently initiated into membership of Murray State University Chapter of Society of Professional Journalists.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Reidland Greyhounds for the championship of the St. Mary Invitational Holiday Basketball Tournament at Paducah. Jason Joseph
was high scorer for Murray.
Twenty years ago
Renovation of Wrather Hall,
Murray State University's oldest
building which is planned for use
as a museum, is nearing completion, according to Dr. Richard Gray,
vice president for administrative
services at MSU.
M.C. Garrott writes about Mark
Wattier, professor in the journalism department of Murray State
University, in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Ricky
Mathis, Nov. 24, and a boy to
Kenneth and Sherri Mohler, Dec.
I.
Thirty years ago
John Richard Woodall of Almo
and James Thomas Bramlett of
Hazel were inducted into the United States Army in the December
draft call, according to Mrs. Gussie
Adams,executive secretary of Local
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[TODAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 7, the
342nd day of 2000. There are 24
East dealer.
with the ace and cash the Q-A of days left in the year.
Both sides vulnerable.
diamonds. When both defenders • -- Today's-Highlight in History:
NORTH
follow suit, you've passed hurdle
On Dec. 7, 1941, Japanese
4J 5
No. 1. Now you play a low diaforces
attacked American and BritV8732
mond, ruffmg with the jack and ish territories
and possessions in
•Q 3
hoping to find the diamonds 3-3, the
Pacific,
including
the home
416QJ 984
which would greatly simplify your
WEST
EAST
task. But East discards a club on base of the U.S. Pacific Fleet at
A
4432
the third round of diamonds, and Pearl Harbor in Hawaii.
IIKQ 1094
J 65
you now have a second hurdle to
On this date:
•J 10 7 5
•8 6
In 1787. Delaware became the
surmount.
tibK 3 2
4,A 10 765
It would be easy to make a first state to ratify the U.S. ConstiSOUTH
mistake at this point, as it might tution.
K Q 10 9 8 7 6
seem that all you have to do now is
In 1796, electors chose John Adir A
lead a trump to force out the ace. ams to be the second president of
•A K 9 4 2
But if you did that, you would -die United States.
•—
discover to your horror that this
In 1972, America's last moon
The bidding.
was not the best route to take.
mission
to date was launched as
East
South West
North West would win the spade with the Apollo 17
blasted off from Cape
Pass
14
Pass
1 NT
ace and return a diamond for East
Canaveral.
Pass
3•
Pass
3
to ruff, and down the drain the
In 1982, convicted murderer
Pass
64
slam would go.
Charlie
Brooks Jr. became the first
Opening lead — king of hearts.
In order to short-circuit this
Assume you're in six spades development, you should ruff a U.S. prisoner to be executed by inand Westleads a heart.How should heart after trumping the third dia- jection, at a prison in Huntsville,
you play the hand?
mond with the jack, then play the Texas.
When you first see dummy, four ofdiamonds and trump it with
In 1987, Soviet leader Mikhail
you probably feel pleased with dummy's all-important five.
S. Gorbachev set foot on American
having reached the slam, even
The five wins the trick, and soil for the first time, arriving for a
though it's not absolutely certain you are now safely home. You
Washington summit with President
you'll make it. The outcome seems return to your hand by ruffing a
Reagan.
to depend on whether the missing heart or a club, force out the ace of
In 1988, a major earthquake in
diamonds are divided normally — spades, win any return, draw
the
Soviet Union devastated norththat is, 3-3 or 4-2.
trumps and chalk up 1,430 points
ern Armenia; official estimates put
You win the king of hearts for making the slam.
the death toll at 25,000.
Tomorrow: Test your play.
Ten years ago: As President
Bush arrived in Venezuela on the
last stop of his South American
tour, his chief spokesman, Marlin
Fitzwater. warned Iraq that there
CROSSWORDS
was "no lessening in the threat of
despite Iraq's promise to rewar,"
wrestler
ACROSS
lease its hostages.
(2 wds.)
Answer to Previous Puzzle
35 Left-hand
1 Cravat

12

PEANUTS

Board No. 10 of Selective Service.
Fire destroyed the home of Mrs.
Koska Jones, located west of Hazel
on State Line Road, on Dec. 6.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Al-Farrell and a
girl to Phillip and Jackie Bogard,
Dec. 2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Lilly, Dec. 3.
Forty years ago
The combined junior and senior high choruses of Murray High
School, directed by Mrs. Howard
Olila, will present a musical Christmas program at a meeting of the
MHS Unit of Parent-Teacher Association on Dec. 8.
In a high school basketball game
Almo beat New Concord. High
scorers were Miller for Almo and
Cunningham for New Concord.
Mrs. T.R. Edwards presented a
program on "Kitchen Storage" at
a meeting of New Concord Homemakers Club at the home of Mrs.
Ruth Weaks.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County had a mixture of weather yesterday and today.
After a steady rain for a day and
a night. a cold wave moved across
the county and turned the rain
into sleet and snow. The sleet
began to stick on city streets shortly after noon yesterday and gradually turned into snow. The mercury had dropped to 30 degrees
above zero by 6 p.m. last night.
Mrs. E.C. Parker presented a program on "The Hand of God in
History" at a meeting of the Murray Magazine Club held at the
home of Mrs. E.A. Tucker.
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ill

18 — plus ultra
21 Bassey or
Jones
22 Doglail
movement
23 Part of OED
24 Spanish
painter
25 Mine find
26 Writing fluid
28 Expression of
surprise
29 Perform
30 Cry of revelry
31 Pillage
33 Cobb. et al
34 Above
(poetic)
37 Insect egg
39 Audition
41 Orlando team
42 On behalf of
43 Listen
44 March date
45 Doubly
(prefix)
46 Everett or
Lowe
48 Burst
49 Witness
50 Ms Hagen
51 Family room
53 Vaughn ID
55 Musical note
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Dinosaur fossil said to point to bird's origin
(AP) — • Researchers have .birds evolved from theropod
unearthed what Cciuld be the Small"- -dinoSaiirs. But previous theropod
est fossil ever of an adult dinosaur: fossils are bigger than typical birds,
a' crow-size creature- that could weakening the theory.
help prove the theory that birds
Paleontologist Xing Xu, who
evolved from little dinosaurs.
led the research at the Chinese
million-year-old Academy of Sciences in Beijing,
The
125
Microraptor said the newly discovered creadinosaur,
called
zhaoianus, appeared to have feath- ture "eliminates the size dispariers and perch in trees, the ty." Small size is viewed as necresearchers said. There is no evi- essary for flight in birds.
The researchers, who reported
dence that it flew, though.
It lived about 20 million years their discovery in Thursday's issue
after the first known bird, the of the journal Nature, said it came
Chinese from a rich fossil field in 'the
The
Archaeopteryx.
researchers who made the latest Liaoning region of northeastern
discovery believe the two crea- China.
The fossil stretches about 15
tures had a common ancestor.
Like the hulking Tyrannosaurus, inches from head to tail. It shows
little Microraptor belongs to a group some birdlike characteristics in its
of dinosaurs known as theropods, teeth and bones, including an
meat eaters that walked on two extended toe that may have been
legs. Many paleontologists believe used to grasp tree limbs, the

HOROSCOPES
source of ideas and information. You
gain because of your efforts. Use unexHAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Dec. 8. pected information to revive or tighten
2000:
up a project that might have fallen to the
Realize what it is that you want from sit- wayside. Seek out experts. Tonight:
uations surrounding you. You have the Wherever you can get into the holiday
appeal and chansma to draw others to spirit.
you, but your need for freedom often LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
tosses you into chaos. Your intuition **** Reach out for another. Work
might not lead you in the right direction; with others one-on-one. Take nothing
an even and steadfast approach will, if and no one for granted. A child or loved
you are single, you easily meet others, one who often delights you could also
but you might not always be sure about upset you. If single, someone you meet
what you want in a relationship. You will could be most enticing, yet not what he
have an opportunity to settle down. If appears. Be careful. Tonight: Be with a
you are attached, you certainly add snap, favorite person.
crackle and pop to your relationship. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
TAURUS helps you center.
**** You get unusual pleasure from
family and home. Emphasize interperThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll sonal dealings with others rather than
Have:
4-Positive; details and paperwork. Choose holiday
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
gifts that incorporate an exper:ence
rather than those that represent a thing.
ARIES (March '21-April 19)
Surprises happen when you least expect
*** Your enthusiasm encourages you them. Tonight: Go along with another's
to spend in order to clear out obligations plans.
and holiday errands. Do not forget a spe- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
cial friend. Call this person and make **** You have an especially nice
plans ASAP You find that the two of you way of communicating what you think
have a lot of news to catch up on. and feel. Others respond to your
Tonight. Go with the unexpected.
inquiries, but you could be jolted by

researchers said.
They iaid its feet in some ways
resemble those of Archaeopteryx
and Confueiusornis, another early
bird. But some aspects of its skeleton, the arrangement of its teeth
and its long tail are clearly those
of a dinosaur, like the birdlike,
3-foot-long Bambiraptor reported
earlier this year, researchers said.
The researchers said the new
fossil may ultimately help prove
the theory that flight evolved in
tree dwellers, rather than in ground
animals.
Paleontologist David Burnham at
the University of Kansas said
Microraptor fleshes out the
dinosaurs-to-birds theory because

it is a birdlike dinosaur that is
"getting closer in size and age"
to the first birds.
"It does Make the connection
more likely than ever before," added
Robert Reisz, a University of Toronto paleontologist.
However, some researchers said
it is hard to tell if the fossil really represents a full-grown adult.
Even if it does, "it may still be

'The Ledger & Times Makes a Great Gift!:
What does Santa have in his sackfor the person that has everything?
Your local news! Give the gift they will open again and again!

-FO:

with a child or loved one who might be
encouraging a risk. Use your ingenuity to
get past an immediate problem. Tonight:
Let it all hang out.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Make an extra effort. The fact that
you care so much comes across loud and
clear. You might not understand what is
going on with a loved one who seems to
be demanding. Avoid being erratic;
rather, focus on your objectives. Another
disagrees, and he lets you know.
Tonight: Cocoon.
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GIFT
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MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
N. 4th St.
762•0000

BORN TODAY
Painter Diego Rivera (1886), entertainer
Sammy Davis Jr. (1925), humorist James
Thurber (1894)
***
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PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** What you don't express or something that you keep to yourself could
cause you a problem. Don't assume that
another understands where you are coming from. You might have a sudden
insight. Tonight: At a favorite spot.

Name
Addresss

iTiresA

TAURUS (April 2G-May 20)
__another's response. Focus on objectives
***** A boss or someone in charge and what you need to get done. Stay centered. Tonight: Join co-workers for holiday cheer.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** What you think might be an
asset turns into a problem. You mean
well and want to indulge another or a
loved one. Consider what is going on

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
LEDGER & TIMES

-noes Mar Cat Need

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

favors you. Something unexpected will
force you to adjust to others. Dig into
work, with an eye to clearing out your
work. Be more social and happy with
others. You're personality plus. Tonight:
Go for what you want.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Take a deep breath and think
twice about unexpected news. Listen
carefully to someone who might jolt you.
Though you might not need to make an
adjustment, you do gain from the present
situation. Tonight: Take needed downtime.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
**** You draw others toward you.
You work well in groups and maximize
the unexpected. Though you could be
pleased by what another offers, you
might not expect the terms or strings that
come with it. A meeting proves to be an
eye-opener. Work with facts. Tonight:
Get into the holiday spirit with friends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Realize how much others depend
on you. You might be pushed a little by a
loved one who plays hot and cold. You
might want to toss your hands in the air
and scream and yell. Instead. observe
and adjust. Tonight: It could be a late
night.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Work proves to be an endless

a bit too big for the origination birdlike toe.
Martin, a specialist in bird fos- •
of flight," said another University of Kansas paleontologist, Larry sils, believes birds probably evolved
• from archosanrs, ancient reptiles
M'artin.
He also said Microraptor's feet that he views as a parallel line of
do not clearly show a grasping, evolution to the dinosaurs.
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Ledger & Times
Contest Rules
1. Choose your favorite picture to color.
Complete the picture and turn it into
business who sponsored the page by
Monday Dec, 18, 2000.
2. Clearly write your name, age, parents
name and phone number on your entry.
3. Children ages 3-10 may enter.
4. Two winners in each age group will win
$25 - 1st place and $15 -2nd place.
Ages 3-4, ages 5-7 & ages 8-10.
5. Pictures will be judged on coloring &
skills, color combinations and originality.
6. You may submit one entry per business.
wig
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"I TOLD HIM TO LEAVE IT IN THE DRIVEWAY
...UT YOU KNOW SANTA."
“Cd

ttLi

ain's*

CHRYSL

P

MO

DOD

P

1400 N. 12th Street• Murray, KY
(270)753-6448
(270)753-6670 FAX
Email: 2cains@cablecomm-ky.net
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Over 10,000 Movies
Bring In This
In Stock!
Coloring Page and sun.
714 N.
12th St.
Thurs.
JCPenney
2
ve
Recei
10-11
ShoPpIng
Ctr.
Murray.
Children's Movies Fr at8.e *
KY
446
*1
10-12
/
For The Price of 1
VIDEO SUPER STORE
AI

NOW OPEN!
'171)&4111

•

Sal*. end Rontals

Kroger Location

Hours:
Sun.-Thurs.
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
10 a.m.-11 p.m.

Miss Angle's Small World
Training Center
NEW FACILITY OPENING SOON!
Now Taking Registrations. Call For More Information.

810 Whitnell Ave.• 759-5557
Dietictot- Ahgie Srmith

7

This Christmas
give your
children
something
they'llFLIP
OVER!

Where Every ehild's A Champion
Christmas Gift Certificates Available Now!

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

Boys & Girls Classes Ages 1 yr. to 18
Parent & Child,Preschool, Cheerleading, Girls Gymnastics, Boys Gymnastics,
& Competitive Team

1 mo. Gymnastics
& Registration

Cain's Academy of Gymnastics 8 Sport
759-4787

,

$60.00
Offer ends Dec. 31st

9
44111.

409
•

MURRAY

753-3030
Delivering A Million Smiles A Day!

Buy 1 Medium or Large Pizza,
Get 1 Medium, 1 Topping

FREE
CARRY-OUT ONLY
Expires 12/31/00

P.O. Box 1514• Murray, KY 42071 •(270)753-2002

PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY
208 South 6th Street, Murray,KY •(270) 759-9500
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Bring In This
Colored Page and
Receive A

FREE
Child's Buffet!
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Bring this colored picture in & receive

a FREE Kids Buffet

Ages 10 & under

- Gift Certificates Available In Any Amount Hyvy. 641 South • Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 753-0440
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Kids...Bring In This Picture For A Special Treat!
Bring in your completed picture
and receive...

aiappg 94oPidays
ot us....

2 FREE TOKENS
with the purchase of one
children's buffet.
coupon good thru 12/21/00 One coupon per efuld Not good voth any
rtthPr .1pertril

BUFFET SPECIALS

2
2

799

All-You-Can-Eat$
Lunch Buffets

All-You-Can-Eat $899
Dinner Buffets

Chestnut St.

753-6656

&Coupon good thru 12/21/00 Not good voth any other special

dee

9SC6-CSL,•'ICE MIA tuniPe/S COSI
1001 /00tD5endl?MCP/

16

Alay god Vless you and
yours Through This
Holiday Season.
1409 Main St. • Murray • Next to Owen's Mkt.
759-1736
Open 7 Days A Week

Bring in this coloring book page and
receive a FREE COOKIE.

